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ABSTRACT
STRUCTURE ANALYSES OF THIN FILMS ON BASIS OF MATLAB
BY LASER INDUCED BREAKDOWN SPECTROSCOPY(LIBS)
Azouz , Omaro A.
PhD., Department of Modeling and Design of Engineering Systems
Supervisor : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Kemal Efe Eseller

February 2021, 102 pages
In this thesis, we work with Laser induced breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), which
is a type of atomic emission technique that used the laser shot on specific area of the
sample to atomization-cum-excitation process , which released photon (light) at
different wavelengths,which compared with the NIST data ,which can be after that
used to determine elements in each sample and its concentration, in our work we
develop a MATLAB code to determine the peaks and the area under it with using
Lorentzian fitting, so that we can calculate the Area percentage under each peak and
we compare the results with other methods Origin software and Excel , so that we
have the ability to calculate the RSD ,LOD and SNR and the noise Fluctuation for each
shot that we had, the sample was prepared throught CVD and we used the LIBS Type
((LPS-1064-A 50mJ) , Start Wavelength 186.263 nm, End Wavelength: 888.604 nm,
Gate Delay: 0.350 ,Gate Width (ms) :1.050, the calculation by using certain program
showed identic results regards the Area -percentage under each peaks and abnormal
response on the first and second shot at each wavelength after that the photon emission
effect goes ordinary . The sample was continued: Sn, Mg, Fe, Al, Cu, S, Si, Zn .
Keywords: LIBS; Lorentzian fitting; software, thin films, MATLAB
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ÖZ
LIBS KULLANILARAK MATLAB TEMELİNDE
İNCE FİLMLERE AİT YAPI ANALİZİ
Azouz, Omaro A.
Doktora, Mühendislik Sistemlerinin Modellenmesi ve Tasarımı
Tez Yöneticisi : Doç. Dr. Kemal Efe Eseller
Şubat 2021, 102 sayfa

Bu tezde, farklı dalga boylarında foton (ışık) salan ve NIST verileri ile karşılaştırılan,
her bir numunedeki elementleri ve konsantrasyonunu belirlemek için kullanılabilir
olan, numunenin belirli bir alanına lazer atışını kullanan bir tür atomik emisyon
tekniği olan Lazerle indüklenmiş plazma Spektroskopisi (LIBS) yöntemi ile çalıştık.
Çalışmamızda Lorentzian uyumu kullanarak tepe ve alt noktaları belirlemek için bir
MATLAB kodu geliştirdik. Böylece her tepe noktasının altındaki alan yüzdesini
hesaplayabilir ve sonuçları diğer yöntemlerle Origin yazılımı ve Excel kullanarak
karşılaştırabildik. Her bir atış için RSD, LOD ve SNR ve gürültü dalgalanmasını
hesaplanmıştır. Numune CVD ile hazırlandı ve bu çalışmada LIBS Modelini ((LPS1064-A 50mJ) kullandık; Başlangıç Dalgaboyu 186.263 nm, Bitiş Dalgaboyu: 888.604
nm, Geçit Gecikmesi: 0.350, Geçit Genişliği (ms): 1.050 dir. Belirli bir program
kullanılarak yapılan hesaplama, her tepe noktasının altındaki Alan yüzdesine ilişkin
özdeş sonuçları gösterdi ve her dalga boyunda birinci ve ikinci atışta anormal tepki
olmasına rağmen, foton emisyon etkisi normal hale geldi. Numune üzerinde Sn, Mg,
Fe, Al, Cu, S, Si, Zn elementleri analizleri yapıldı.
Anahtar Kelimeler: LIBS; Lorentzian uyumu; yazılım, ince filmler, MATLAB
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Each atom has unique emission characteristic ,which called the photoelectric effect ,
that refers to the emission, or ejection, of electrons from the surface of, generally , a
metal in response to incident light (photon), where we can use this information
(Intensity of light) to analyses the composition of any sample , by using the classical
Maxwell wave theory of light, the more intense the incident light the greater the energy
with which the electrons should be ejected from the metal . That is, the average energy
carried by an ejected (photoelectric) electron should increase with the intensity of the
incident light. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy(LIBS) is an emission analysis
tool that used for very quick analysis without need to preparation of a sample
,regardless to its state (Gas-liquid-solid) ,and it caused no damage at the sample
,because the investigated area is very small and the time for laser shots is very short
. Excited sample is taken to a gaseous plasma state and dissociated to all molecules
and fine particles, which produces a characteristic plasma light. Intensity of this plasma
light is associated with concentration of the elements in the sample [1].
We used LIBS Type (LPS-1064-A 50mJ) , Start Wavelength 186.263 nm, End
Wavelength: 888.604,Gate Delay: 0.650 ,Gate Width (ms) :1.050 , Laser Output Level
:0.000 ,X Position: 0.000 ,Y Position: 0.000 ,Z Position: 0.000 , 13 mJ, for the
investigation process with ten shots at each step of wavelength. The laser that focused
on the sample created a plasma , one of the characters of the LIBS ,that deals with a
low-energy pulsed laser (typically tens to hundreds of milli joules per pulse) to
generate a plasma which vaporizes a small amount of the sample[2]. Spectra emitted
by the excited species, mostly atoms, are used to develop quantitative and qualitative
analytical information. which it begins , when the atoms are excited , to start to move
to upper orbit-level and rapid forward back to ground level and at this time the photon
are released with unique wavelength[3] , these intensities of the photon (light) can be
1

collected and analyzed to determine the elements of the sample and percentage of
each elements in it. In our study case we devolop a MATLAB-code [4], to determine
the peaks and their area under each of them, we used Lorentzian fitting procedure to
obtain the curve fitting to have a good result [5]. Our sample was a thin film sample ,
that was produced by using the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) , this process has
many advantages such as versatile, obtained high purity and density and the metal
formation is underneath the melting point [6]., Through the collected data we
calculated the SNR for each peak at each shot,, Noise fluctuation for each peak at each
shot , determine RMS ,RSD, Area percentage and SNR at each wavelength , the
collected data from our LIBS is processed additionally by Origin , Excel and as well
as the written MATLAB code so that we can compare the results with each other, in
order to optimize the MATLAB code, and to be ready to be used in practice very
efficiently, the out put figures of this code is shown in appendex B.
Due to the LIBS workwise , shot to shot error will differ from each other. Main result
of this error is the background noise in the spectrum of the plasma created. LIBS
is rapid investigating technique. On the other hand, this quick and easy way of data
measurement brings errors in every single spectrum of data taken from the sample and
every error would be different from the other [7]. The plasma in our experiments is
created in the air, it is obvious that in every single plasma created, there will be other
accompanying species in different concentrations in the air just in front of the sample.
and as the laser beam is ablating the sample surface in every single shot, the shape of
the target surface area is changing. Due to this change, laser energy absorbed by the
sample is changing shot by shot as well. To avoid the error coming from every shot,
SNR is calculated with peaching on the noise fluctuation with the max. of the signal .

1.1. Literure survey
1.1.1. “Application of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy to the analysis of the
composition of thin films produced by pulsed laser deposition” By Caragón
,V Madurga, J.A Aguilera ,Applied Surface Science Volumes 197–198, 30
Septembre 2002, Pages 217-223 [8]
Summary:
2

The application of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) to determine the
composition of thin films produced by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has been
investigated. This work has shown that the LIBS technique can be applied to
determine the composition of thin films obtained by PLD.
1.1.2. “Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy for compositional analysis of
multielemental thin films” By S.Acquaviva
,F.Moro

,E.D'Anna M.L.De Giorgi

,Spectrochimica Acta Part B: Atomic Spectroscopy Volume 61,

Issue 7, July 2006, Pages 810-816[9]
Summary
the work proves that laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is adequate for
elemental concentration measurements provided an accurate choice of the
emission lines. It’s also proves that laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is
adequate for elemental concentration measurements provided an accurate choice
of the emission lines.
1.1.3. ”Application of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy to the analysis of
metals in soils” By R. Barbini ,F. Colao ,R. Fantoni ,A. Palucci ,F. Capitelli
Applied Physics A December 1999, Volume 69, Supplement 1, pp S175–
S178[10]
Summary :
The influence of plasma temperature on quantitative laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS) measurements is discussed, and a simple theoretical approach
is used to model the plasma generation. It is shown that an estimate of the
temperature of the laser-induced plasma and its inclusion in a model for line
emission allows for substantial reduction of the matrix effect.
1.1.4. ”Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool for thin films
elemental composition” By L.Caneve, F.Colao

,

F.Sarto, V.Spizzichino

,

M.Vadrucci Spectrochimica Acta Part B: Atomic Spectroscopy Volume 60,
Issues 7–8, 31 August 2005, Pages 1098-1102 [11].
Summary:
3

The applicability of the LIBS technique to thin films of thickness in the range 200–
550 nm has been demonstrated. Suitable experimental conditions for the thin films
analysis have been found. The Fe / Hf intensity ratio was identified as a
representative parameter of the thin film material properties. Using this ratio, it
was shown that a calibration curve could be obtained allowing a semi-quantitative
analysis of FeHfO thin films.
1.1.5.

“All-Nanoparticle Thin-Film Coatings” By Daeyeon Lee, Michael F. Rubner
and Robert E. Cohen Nano LettersVol. 6: , Issue. 10, : Pages. 2305-2312
((September 9, 2006))[12].
Summary:

All-nanoparticle thin-film coatings that exhibit antireflection, antifogging
(superhydrophilicity), and self-cleaning properties have been prepared via layerby-layer deposition of TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticles.
1.2. Laser History
2. In 1917, Albert Einstein established the theoretical foundations for the laser and
the MASER in the paper “Zur Quantentheorie der Strahlung” (On the Quantum
Theory of Radiation)
3. In 1928, Rudolf W. Ladenburg confirmed the existence of the phenomena of
stimulated emission and negative absorption
4. In 1928, Rudolf W. Ladenburg confirmed the
stimulated emission and negative absorption

existence of the phenomena of

5. In 1939, Valentin A. Fabrikant predicted the use of stimulated emission to
amplify "short" waves.
6. In 1947, Willis E. Lamb and R. C. Retherford found apparent stimulated
emission in hydrogen spectra and effected the first demonstration of stimulated
emission
7. In 1950, Alfred Kastler (Nobel Prize for Physics 1966) proposed the method
of optical pumping, experimentally confirmed, two years later, by Brossel,
Kastler, and Winter[13].
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Atom and its properties
As the tiniest component of any element, atoms hold all the related
characteristics thereof. Earlier, the atomic structure was based on electrostatics
accounting for attraction and detraction among the atoms within the nucleus and
electrons. Yet, such a formula could not accomodate for the core structure of this
component of all materials. To shed light on this fact, quantum mechanics came to the
fore where the Schrödinger equation provides a wave function

Ψ with n, l and m

quantum numbers and a principal “n” as 1,2,3,…, electron orbital number l as
0,1,2,3,4,… highlighted as s,p,d,f,g,h,… . Based on the Pauli Exclusion Principle,
electrons do not possess the same energy values with similar quantum number groups
like s n, l, ml and ms - the latter two being magnetic angular and magnetic spin numbers
in order. Orbitals may possess 2 (2l + 1) m l , which implies at least 2 electrons may
reside in the “ns” orbital and up to 6 of them in the “np” orbital. The angular quantum
number “s” concerns the spin quantum number m s with ± ½ as the only possible values.
Then, one can infer that the overall angular momentum stands as total of orbital
angular momentum “l” together with spin angular momentum “s” with the symbol J.
Henceforth, “j” equals l+s, l+(s-1), …,│l-s. With electrons in motion within an orbit
contrary to angular momentum “l” , magnetic momentum “µl” is formed. The electron
spin moment “ µs” is initiated due to the spinning in the opposite vectoral trajectory of
spin angular momentum “s” , as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [13]

5

s

μ
μ

s

l

Figure 2.1 Vectoral of the magnetic moment and angular quantum number

The l – l coupling accounts for two orbital momenta, which can be non-equivalent in
case the valance electrons reside at alternative n and/or l energy levels. The total
angular momentum appears as “L” with additional couplings as l1+l2, l1+l2-1, … │l1l2│ , and L = 0,1,2,3,… . In the same manner, such momentum quantization will need
(2L+1) total magnetic quantum numbers Ms = S, S-1 ,…, -S; where coupling as a result
of the exchanges between the spin and orbit , known as L – S coupling, stands for the
overall angular momentum J equivalent to L+S , L+S-1, …, │L-S│. In case of two
valance electrons in the s1p1 , with both S and L as 1, then 1P and 3P terms appear with
1 and 3 standing for the 2S+1 electron spin multiplicity. Because J equals 1 and 2,
there can be two terms - 3P1 and 3P2. Those electrons at identical energy levels are
incapable of sharing spin quantum numbers ms , nor a spin magnetic quantum number
ml . To elaborate on this issue, when (ml)1 and (ml)2 equal -1, the spin quantum values
have to be (ms)1 = ½ , (ms)2 = - ½ or, alternatively,

ms)1 = - ½ , (ms)2 = ½

2.2. Light
It is a component of an electromagnetic range all the way from radio frequencies
to gamma rays in the range of 400 to 70 nm , and it called visible light , The main
properties of visible light are intensity, behavior of direction, and wavelength ,
figure 2.2 shows the range of light anf its names [14].

6

Figure 2.2 Light range

2.2.1.

Photon
As ideal transmitters, photons travel at light speed without any impact exerted

on them from the surroundings. They are formed due to electrons at higher orbits
dropping back to their routine orbit, within which process a photon is developed in the
form of what can be referred to as a bundle of energy with unique features. The
wavelength of photons is equal precisely to the distance of dropping by the electron,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1 Photon Produce scheme
Absorption within atoms and molecules relies on the energy of photons, with the
likelihood defined according to the Einstein absorption coefficient (A12) as well as
spectral energy density (ρν). Induced absorption and emission are described as a
shift withinthe state of energy [15].

7

2.2.2. Laser (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation)
The Laser tool focuses light within a very narrow ray of extreme thinness and
coherence. Laser differs from what is radiated from atoms in a random and, henceforth,
incoherent fashion as photons travel in various trajectories; Laser beams, on the other
hand, travel in well-defined directions.
2.2.2.1. Properties of LASER


Monochromatic



Directional



Coherent

2.2.3. Emission and Absorption of Light
Excitation energy is the product of photon energy hν transiting in the form of
induced and extemporaenous emission. The likelihood of such a transition is
equivalent to that of the induced absorption, while extemporaenous emission is
possible in any and all trajectories and in line with molecular structure. The photon
count released as a result of this process may exceed that of thermal radiation. Discrete
emission spectroscopy occurs once photons are released between two bound energy
states; with the photon energy in par with or larger than that of ionization, emission
may occur in a continuous manner, with the released photons in either discrete or
continuum state. In case of fluorescence, emission merely occurs in between discrete
upper level and the original state as bound; should the latter state be repulsive and,
hence separated, then this type of emission is reagrded as discrete. Once atoms achieve
a higher level, fluorescence emission materializes once atoms fall back to a lower level,
with the energy transfer between two atoms ultimately causing the emission. Atoms
are capable of receiving or relasing energy in discrete values and, yet, this is different
in case of molecules since they can transit either electronically, vibrationally, or
rotationally – the first occuring visdibly or within the UV region, and the latter two
within the infrared and microwave regions.[16]
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2.3. Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy deals with how light and matter interact, what absorption,
emission, and radiation are, and how they can be assessed. Here, the key is the
degree of light dispersion and/or radiation triggered by matter, amking room for
further investigation into the different attributes of objects. Spectroscopic
estimates are a function of the wavelength of the radiation under study, and the
discipline is largely in use due to its ability in identifying compositions, physical
and electronic structures, and other attributes related to atomic or molecular
particles, be the matter of liquid, gas, or solid nature.
2.3.1. Type of Spectroscopy

2.3.1.1. Absorption spectroscopy
This method evaluates the frequency of light wavelengths as a product of
exchanges bewteen light and an object.
Principles of Absorption spectroscopy


All matter has an absorption spectrum in accordance to radiation taken in
by that matter at alternative wavelengths;



The spectrum relies on atomic and molecular content;



The frequency relies on on the energy difference between the two energy
states of the molecules;



Absorption generates a respective line that, when combined with others,
gives shape to the overall spectrum;



Upon the arrival of a photon containing enough energy, that energy is
taken in by the electrons, thus elevating them to a higher state;



Radiation generates absorption spectra measurable according to the
degree of absorbance; and



Absorbance in any object relies on how many electrons are agitated,
themselves also relying molecular concentration.
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Steps of Absorption spectroscopy


Solvent liquid and the specimen solution are put in seperate containers –
otherwise called cuvettes;



The cuvette containing the solvent is put into machine to measure the
amount of lost light caused by scattering and absorbance. Absorbance at
this stage must be eliminated from the absorbance of the specimen;



The sample solution container is inserted in the machine to register
absorbance at varying frequencies, often between 200 and 800 nm;



A likely spectrum can be obtained using samples at different
concentrations;



Plotting is done for absorbance in terms of sample concentration, later
applied to calculate other concentrations of the specimen.

Uses of Absorption spectroscopy


To find out whether there are other substances, and to measure the
existing ones;



For remote sensing and detecting dangerous materials in the vicinities or
within the specimen itself;



To identify atomic and molecular structures [17].

2.3.1.2. Astronomical spectroscopy
This field deals with formations in space by applying electromagnetic spectra
released from stars or other such space entrities.
Principle of Astronomical spectroscopy


Spectra of light released by such bodies are not in any way the same in
smoothness compared to white light;



Absorption and emission spectra form once light travels through a
diffraction panel;



Once scattered, light develops absorption and emission patterns relying
on the electronic energy within both atoms and molecules of the sample;



Depending on the absorption at a given frequency, graphs are drawn
between the wavelength and the flux of the absorption and emission
contours;
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These contours dominantly shape as a result of metal prresence in the
sample, and serve as an indicator of trhe degree of their abundance, which
can be estimated by the height and depth of the contours.

Steps of Astronomical spectroscopy


Incoming light travels through a telescope and into the into the device;



Upon the diffraction panel, light breaks down to various wavelengths;



The resluting wavelengths appear on photodetectors that examine their
entity and nature; and



Detectors develop a flux scale based on comparisons of previously
detected celestial bodies.

Uses of Astronomical spectroscopy


To determine different characteristics of celestial bodies, including
chemistry, heat, density, volume, and movement;



To shed light on galactic structures; and



To determine movements in accordance to the Doppler effect and redshift
[18].

2.3.1.3. Atomic absorption spectroscopy
This approach applies spectroscopy to quantitatively measure any chemical
substances.

Principles of Atomic absorption spectroscopy


Free electrons formed in atomizers receive radiations at various
wavelengths;



These electrons receive UV or visible light, leading to their movement to
higher orbits;



Throughout the tranfer, absorption spectrum is formed and identified
through detectors;.



The spectrum enables electron quantification in gas form;
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Received photons generate an absorption spectrum measurable for its
degree of absorbance;



In terms of absorption, specimens rely on molecualr accumulation.

Steps of Atomic absorption spectroscopy


A liquid specimen is combined with spirit in a flask for vaporizing and
gas formation using an acetylene-nitrous oxide flame;



A lamp is used with the required wavelength;



The generated gas travels through a detector to measure atomic
absorbance;



Identifying solvent bank absorbance and standard solution follow the
above steps; and



A graph is produced for absorbance against molecualr concentration.

Uses of Atomic absorption spectroscopy


To establish both quantitatively and qualitatively the presence of metals
in biological systems;



To detect metalic evasion and similar undesired content in pharmaceutics
and oil industry; and



To purify water and soil [19].

2.3.1.4. Circular dichroism spectroscopy
This technique allows for assessing the left and right polarized light
differences.

Principle of Circular dichroism spectroscopy


Left and right components of light are absorbed at different levels within
a specimen, thus accounting for the difference in the absorption
coefficients known as circular dichroism.



Circularly-polarized light rays move through an optically active medium
at various speeds depending on the indices of refraction on the two sides.
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Optically active chiral molecules attract one direction of the circularly
polarized light.



The peptide bonds in protein serve as chromophores due to the optical
activeness chiral molecules. The chromophore count is in relation to the
absorption magnitude, which can be applied to verify the secondary
structure adopted by the proteins.

Steps of Circular dichroism spectroscopy


The specimen is put in a buffered container and placed in the device,
where left and right polarized light travels through it alternatively;



The detector generates a voltage equal to the circular dichroism of the
beam released from the sample;



This dichroism is checked against conventiaonl proteins to identify the
differences in the secondary structure.

Uses of Circular dichroism spectroscopy


To confirm thepresence of secondary structures and identify the precise
α-helix and β-sheet values depending on circular dichroism;



To view the shifts in secondary structures in the course of time;



To check macromolecules against one another and find out about the
structural dissimilarities; and



To conduct analyses of pharmaceuticals for presence in the folded active
conformations [20].

2.3.1.5.. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
EIS is a sophisticated method applied to calculate impedance using various AC
potential frequencies.
Principle of Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)


Determining impedence of electric currents by a given sample using AC
signals applied via electrodes to specimens;



AC voltage of various frequencies is applied to specimens to measure
conductivity, thus helping to form a Nyquist plot ibased on impedance on
the y-axis and the frequency on the x-axis;



Actual and assumed impedance elements can be measured using the phase
shift and change in amplitude at various frequencies.
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Steps of Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)


Initially, a module is connected to the EIS to verify the currentand other
components functioning properly;



Initiating the flow requires the Zplot software operation to set up the
parameters and AC amplitude to 10mV. Frequency begins at 1× 106, up
to the maximum of 100Hz;



Zview software allows for monitoring the outcomes;



Electrodes are taken out of the module;



Sample is assmebled in the furnace located in the hood fume; and



Electrodes are connected to the assembly, with the device operating as
mentioned earlier.

Uses of Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)


To identify the presence of microorganisms and their size in specimens
containing bacteria;



To identify cancerous growth since impedance alternates with shifting
cell structure and dimension; and



To examine layers and their formation in chemiical products, polymers,
and coatings to improve electron transfer and sensitivity [21].

2.3.1.6. Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy
Otherwise regarded as Electron Magnetic Resonance (EMR), ESR involves
radiations in the microwave region (0.04 – 25 cm) absorbed by paramagnetic material
and causing shifts between the magnetic energy levels of electrons with unpaired spins.
Principle of ESR spectroscopy


All atoms, molecules, and ions having unpaired electrons have magnetic
attributes due to the spin factor;



Once in a magnetic field, the spin of the unpaired electrons in molecules
may align in two different states: in the direction of the magnetic field,
causing reduced energy state; and opposite of the magnetic field, causing
an elevated energy state;
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Unpaired electrons can travel freely between the states depending on
photon absorption or emission, thus generating the conditions of
resonance;



The resutling spectrum is analysed by the detectors in terms of electronic
structure of specimens.

Steps of ESR spectroscopy


The device is warmed up for half an hour, followed by setting the required
parameters;



Calibration is done in empty conditions to guarantee no background
signals exist; and



The specimen is positioned in the tube for spectral analysis.

Uses of ESR spectroscopy


To examine transition metal-containing metalloproteins;



To denaturate proteins and their foldings;



To measure the catalysis rate oof various metals; and



In biological experiemnts, to analyze reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and
reactive oxygen species (ROS) extensively [22].

2.3.1.7. Emission spectroscopy
This devise assesses the wavelengths of photons released by atoms and
molecules as they move from higher to lower lower energy levels.
Principle of Emission spectroscopy


Once electrons are agitated using heat, they release energy as light, which
in turn travels through a spectrometer for dispersion within individual
wavelengths;



Elements have unique atmoic spectra based on the energy level emitted;



In detail, a series of discrete wavelengths are released depending on the
structure of the electron. Accordingly, a specimen can be analysed for its
composition.
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Steps of Emission spectroscopy


The sample solution is heated to evaporate the solvent and leave the solid
particles at the center of the flame with molecules and ions;



The ultimate electronic agitation generates wavelength, which is in turn
passed along a spectrometer to break donw the light into various
wavelengths;



Detectors identify these wavelengths. Eventually, a graph is drawn of
them against the concentration for the specimen in point.

Uses of Emission spectroscopy


To conduct analyses in agricultural, environmental, and industrial
applications to identify metals and alloys;



To detect the presence of lead in petrol; and



To determine equilibrium constants for ion exchange resins [23].

2.3.1.8. Energy dispersive spectroscopy
otherwise called Electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, this technique is
applied for elemental or chemical characterization by means of X-ray and its
interaction with a given specimen.
Principle of Energy dispersive spectroscopy


They are similar to emission spectroscopy, excluding electrnoic agitation
by means of X-ray;



The compound in a sample has electrons in the ground state joined to the
nucleus;



With X-rays focused, the electrons in the ground level are agitated and
achieve an inner shell, forming a hole in the outside shell to be filled by
another electron from an outer high energy shell;



The difference in the energy between the two shells is emitted as X-ray,
in turn evaluated interms of energy and number of beams by the device;



The afore-mentioned difference represents the atomic structure and
allows us to identify what components exist in the specimen.
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Steps of Energy dispersive spectroscopy


Two samples, known and unknown in concentration, are put in a cuvette;



The cuvettes are positioned in the device supplied with an agitator, an
electron beam or an x-ray beam, along with detectors;



The spectrophotometer releass an x-ray through the sample for the
detectors to identify the beams and transform them to voltage signals;



The signal arriveat the pulse processor for measurement, and on to
analyzer to display the data and additional analyses.

Uses of Energy dispersive spectroscopy


To shed light on the chemical composition of subcellular structures;



For medical diagnostics and X-ray microanalysis to determine the process
in which malignant tissues are formed;



For environmental analyses, to measure the degree of air pollution in
residential areas; and



To analyze pesticide concentrations on plants for agriculatural purposes
[24].

2.3.1.9. Fluorescence spectroscopy
This version of spectroscopy makes use of fluorescence released by objects that
can be invisible and out of range.
Principle of Fluorescence spectroscopy


The principles are similar to emission spectroscopy as electrons move
from one state to another and generate an emission spectrum.
Fluorescence is a form of emission with transition from a higher to a
lower energy state along with radiation;



Only agitated molecules release fluorescence; thus requiring a higher
energy state;



The radiation is a band spectrum due to numerous related wavelength
values and relying on vibrational and rotational energy;



For a molecule, fluorescence spectrum is different from wavelength of the
radiation, having a reflecting image relationship with the absorption
spectrum;
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The likelihood of transition from agitated to ground state relies on the
intensity of the released light;



Fluorescence attributes depend on molecualr attributes themselves, which
allows for easier identification of their composition.

Steps of Fluorescence spectroscopy


Two curvettes hold known and unknown concentrations. They are put
seperately inside the spectrofluorimeter, which is equipped with light and
detectors;



Opeations begin with light passed through the specimen and detected for
later conversion to digital data.



A graph is drawn for fluorescence against each specimen concentration to
help in identifying the unknown concentrations.

Uses of Fluorescence spectroscopy


For biomedicine, medicine, chemistry studies, to analyze organic content;



To identify malignant tumors in cancerstudies;



To detect metal content in ecosystems and specimens containing air,
water, and soil; and



Along with HPLC, to carry out chemical analyses [25].

2.3.1.10. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
This approach allows us to identify infrared spectra in molecular absorption
and emission within solid, liquid, or gaseous states. What is required in practice is a
mathematical process – hence, the term – to transform unprocessed data to real
spectra.
Principle of FTIR spectroscopy


Identical to dispersive spectroscopy, save the beam applying numerous
frequencies in FTIR approach to estimate the dgeree of absorbance by a
given specimen;



In the same way, another beam at a different frequency is applied for
sample processing to gather data;



The process is repeated for a while to gather data by the computer and
work backward to find out the absorption at each wavelength;
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A specific structure (Michelson interferometer) comprises a greoup of
mirrors, with one moving in the direction of the light source to block each
wavelength periodically and transmit owing to wave interference.



The beam coming out of the interferometer, as such, has a different
spectrum each time.

Steps of FTIR spectroscopy


The specimen is positioned inside the device, sufficiently thin for IR rays
to pass through;



The IR is driven in the direction of the specimen to detemrine the amount
and nature of frequency absorbed.



Using reference databases, specimen identification is complete.

Uses of FTIR spectroscopy


To analyze organic, polymeric, and inorganic contents;



To determine chemical content in different specimens;



Alongside gas chromatography, to label materials isolated by
chromatography; and



To directly identify polarity in a location when studying hydrophobic
membrane environments [26].

2.3.1.11. Gamma-ray spectroscopy
This techniqueis applied to gamma rays released by radioactive objects.
Principle of Gamma-ray spectroscopy


During radioactive decay, gamma decay also takes place, with the
nucleons in discrete levels traveling towards lower energy levels and an
energy difference emitted as gamma;



These rays travel through detectors for conversion into electric signals for
computer examination and identify the nature of the source;



Upon checking the measured energy against known energy of gammarays in radioisotopes, precise identification is possible.
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Steps of Gamma-ray spectroscopy


The counting chamber is opened using the handle. The inside is often
protected with copper against background radiation due to lead-generated
x-rays;



The container with specimen is positioned above the detector, and the
chamber is closed; Background counting helps detemrine contamination
or natural radiation, which could tarnish the data otherwise;



Folloow-up analyses are carried out by the computer.

Uses of Gamma-ray spectroscopy


Exclusively to identify nuclear structures, transitions, and reactions;



To carry out astronomical studies inlcuding fort detection of water on
other planets; and



To analyze elemental and isotopic properties of airless bodies in the solar
system, including the moon and mars [27] .

2.3.1.12. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy/ Vibrational spectroscopy
This technique is based on the interactions between infrared and specimens.
Principle of IR spectroscopy/ Vibrational spectroscopy


The wavelength required for organic compound analyses is between
2,500 and 16,000 nm, at a frequency range of 1.9×1013 and
1.2×1014 Hz.



Such rays fall short of sufficient energy to agitate electrons, yet they
trigger typical vibrations in covalently bonded atoms or groups, which
can then be used to detect molecules;



The infrared spectrum is the key measurement in this respect, with a plot
of measured infrared intensity versus wavelength of light;



Measuring atmoic vibrations, this technique allows for the identification
of functional groups.

Steps of IR spectroscopy/ Vibrational spectroscopy


The device is warmed up for half an hour while the specimen in question
is noted in terms of appearance.
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After collecting background spectrum, the spectrum obtained from
natural causes is eliminated;



A small amount of specimen is located under the probe with a metal
spatula. Next, the probe is set in place by twisting;



After taking the spectrum, the process is repeated for improved quality if
needed;



Registration is carried out for frequencies indicative of functional groups;
and the spectrum is examined for identification of the unknown specimen
in the final stage.

Uses of IR spectroscopy/ Vibrational spectroscopy


To characterize proteins and different solid, liquid, and gaseous materials;



To identify functional

groups, leading to in-depth

molecular

composition; and


To determine molecular shifts caused by bodily changes, find out more
abgout molecular mechanisms involved in different diseases, and seek out
certain spectral biomarkers useful for diagnostic purposes [28].

2.3.1.13. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
In this approach, diagnosis is done in line with MRI to detect biochemical
changes within the body.
Principle of Magnetic resonance spectroscopy


MRI investigates the hydrogen atoms available in a specimen;



To do so, the nucleus of the atom is agitated using a magnetic field to spin
the nucleus in a given trajectory. Then, the difference in the energy of the
different directions of spin offers a spectrum typical of the nucleus;



Once the spectral frequencies are determined, they are used to study the
concentration of different metabolites, leading to comparisons with
normal values in different cells and ultimately identifying the kind of
tissue.

Steps of Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
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Wartming up the device for half an hour, we wet the required parameters,
followed by calibration upon the addition of an empty MR tube to
eliminate background signals if needed.



The specimen is located inside the tube to measure the MR spectrum.

Uses of Magnetic resonance spectroscopy


To allow experts to gain biochemical information concerning tissues for
diagnostic purposes;



Carry out medical studies in general; and



To devbelop profiles for serum specimens in metabolical settings using
individuals suffering from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [29].

2.3.1.14. Mass spectroscopy
Here, the technique determines the degree and nature of chemical mateirals in
a specimen based on the ionic mass-to-charge ratio.
Principle of Mass spectroscopy


Once a specimen is bombarded using electrons, molecular ionization
takes place, seperating ions in accordance to the mass to charge ratio. In
most cases, the charge is one, implying the ratio being merely a molecular
mass of the ion;



The ions are exposed to electric and magnetic fields for dflection; those
of identical charge to mass ratio naturally have the same deflection
pattern;



The relative abundance of these ions can be observed using detectors;



Mass spectrum is obtained with plotting the relative abundance of the ions
against the ratio of mass to charge. Ultimately, this spectrum is applied to
find out about elemental configurations, particle or nucleus masses, and
chemical configurations.

Steps of Mass spectroscopy


200 µl of the sample is combined with 1.8 ml of 65 nitric acid, and later
added to the water bath at 50°C overnight;



The tubes are cooled to room temperature, and the specimen is diluted
with 8 ml distilled water to reduce nitric acid concentration under 20 ;
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The specimen is added to the spectroscope to start operating. The obtained
results from the computer form a mass spectrum.

Uses of Mass spectroscopy


To quantify known substances; and



To determine the nautre of unknown materials as well as structural and
chemical components in them [30].

2.3.1.15.

Molecular spectroscopy

This technique makes use of the exchanges occuring among molecules and
electromagnetic radiation with the goal to find out the exact structural configuration
of specimens.
Principle of Molecular spectroscopy


This method creates spectra based on the movement of molecules in
between different energy levels due to interaction with electromagnetic
radiation;



In the same way as atoms operate, this process can be slightly more
complex, nevertheless as the exchanges betrween the nuclei and electrons
occur in molecules, and they are either electronic, rotational, or
vibrational.



Depending on the above classification, various spectrometric methods
may be applicable for component analyses;



Absorption or emission spectra may be alternatively employed
depeneding on the nature of exchanges.

Steps of Molecular spectroscopy


Alternative spectrometers may be applied for this technique. They all
need, though, a radiation source, specimen, and detectors and analyzers;



The specimen is supplied to the spectrometer forexposure to radiation;



Known and unknown samples are delivered in cuvettes;



In turn, each specimen is positioned inside the device equipped with a
light source and detectors;
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Operations start by light travelling through the specimen at a given
frtequency;



The detectors identify this light, which later becomes digital data;



Graphs are drawn concerning the absorbance against the concentration
values for later identification of the unknown specimen.

Uses of Molecular spectroscopy


To investigate the atomic and molecular structures in different
components; and



To identify gas components or those of other compounds .

2.3.1.16. Mossbauer spectroscopy
This technique invovles the Mossbauer effect intorduced by Rudolf
Mössbauer, who used the spectrum of absorption or emission of nuclear gamma rays
in solid materials.
Principle of Mossbauer spectroscopy


According to the definition, the recoil energy of absorption/emission in
photons may be explained based on momentum conservation;



In solid material, the nuclei are bound to a specific lattice;



Upon emission or absorption of gamma by the nuclei, the released energy
always is fomred in discrete packs or phonons, represneting quantized
vibrations of the crystal lattice;



Occasionally, non-phonons are freed as well, in which case momentum
conservation takes place by the lattice momentum in its entirety,



The gamma released by one nucleus may be fully absorbed by a specimen
with similar isotopes, rendering it measureable as such;



The resulting measurement values are then employed to identify
radioactivity.

Steps of Mossbauer spectroscopy


The specimen in positioned inside the device for gamma radiation to pass
through it. The atoms in the radiation source, however, are required to
have similar isotopes as the specimen;
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Beam intensity is detected in this process, followed by spectrum
formation and subseuqnet analyses depending on the objective.

Uses of Mossbauer spectroscopy


As a sensitive technique, to identify even the most minute shifts in nuclear
settings;



To provide accurate data concerning chemical, structural and magnetic
characteristics of different samples;



For geological studies, to identify meteorite and moon rock formations
and their compositions; and



In bioorganic chemistry, to examine iron-bearing proteins and
enzymes[31].

2.3.1.17.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

In this technique, as the term implies, magnetic resonance is detected in nuclei
to shed light on the component structures.
Principle of NMR spectroscopy


The nuclei of atoms, molecules, and ions have a charge and spin;



Upon exposure to magnestism, the spin aligns in two ways: in the
direction of the magnetic field, causing reduced energy; or the opposite
of the field, thereby causing increased energy;



The nucleus may travel in between these states upon absorption or
emission of photons, ultimately leading to resonance;



The resulting spectrum is identified by detectors in terms of strucutural
attributes of specimens.

Steps of NMR spectroscopy


The device is warmed up for half an hour, followed by parameter settings;



Calibration is done with an empty tube to eliminate background signals
in case required;



The specimen is placed inside for spectral analyses.
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Uses of NMR spectroscopy


To carry out quality control in products;



To detect content and purity during structural analyses of samples;



In solid-state, to identify molecular forms; and



To study in detail the structure of proteins [32].

2.3.1.18. Photoelectron spectroscopy
Otherwise referred to as photoemission spectroscopy, this method calculates
the electrons released from a material due to photoelectricity so as to identify their
binding energies.
Principle of Photoelectron spectroscopy


It is based on the photoelectric effect. In this way, specimens are subject
to UV to trigger photoionization;



released photoelectrons contain energy representing the initial states
along with those of vibration and rotation in the electorns, whose energy
is then applied to detect the binding force in the atoms as per the following
formula:
BE= hν- KE

with hν as the incident radiation and KE as the energy of the released photoelectrons.
Steps of Photoelectron spectroscopy


The specimen is positioned inside the device for ionizing radiation by the
source;



Released electrons hit the detectors and become converted into electric
signals, in turn moved to the analyzer for analog data preparation;



Graphs are drawn concenring the kinetic energy of the released electrons
as well as the binding energy. In the end, the peaks are studied to
determine the nature of elements in question.

Uses of Photoelectron spectroscopy


As a sensitive technique, save for hydrogen and helium, to be applied in
any form of analyses that involve chemical identifications;
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To study in detail the oxidation states of atoms in molecules, thanks to the
sensitivity to the environment;



Using the photoelectron spectra, to gain the relative ratios of various
elements and atoms within those elements;



To

be

applied

in

studies

pertaining

to

corrosion,

catalysis,

semiconductors, adsorbed gas operations, and electrodes [33].
2.3.1.19. Raman spectroscopy
Here, the technique offers detailed insights into chemical structures,
polymorphism, crystallinity, and molecular interactions in materials.
Principle of Raman spectroscopy


It is based on scattered light. The most prevalent portion of an incident
light is passed through a specimen, whereby a tiny portion is scattered
isotropically. In other words, there is uniformly in all directions with
similar wavelengths to the incident beam;



The spectrum occurs due to the small portion of light released by the
spoecimen in a different frequency compared to the incident light, causing
the molecules to travel to an agitated rotational-vibrational-electronic
level, thereby releasing the photons from the specimen;



To preserve the system energy once the molecule transfers to a higher
level, dispersed photons change to a new state, resulting in a difference
that is equal to that between the two vibrational states of the molecules;



Peaks occur due to shifts in molecualr polarizability once transition is in
process;



Depolarization is can be measured as the ratio of two intensities with
perpendicular and parallel polarization against the incident beam.

Steps of Raman spectroscopy


Aqueous solutions are more common, along with laser and the most
suitable wavelength. Calibration takes place with a reference specimen
and in accordance to exposure energy and time.



The specimen is placed under the microscope to focus on the layer in
question;
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A range of wavenumbers is scanned using a monochromator to obtain the
Raman spectrum. The resulting data is analysed by respective softwares,
followed by an examination of peaks depending on the intended purpose.

Uses of Raman spectroscopy


Over infrared spectroscopy, to analyse specimens in aqueous conditions;
and



To identify the chemical components of different substances [34].

2.3.1.20. UV spectroscopy
In this approach, the UV light is received by the electrons, leading to their
agitation to move to a higher level.
Principle of UV spectroscopy


The UV light travels throught the specimen, where electrons absorb it and
level shift occurs, in turn giving rise to a spectrum which is easily
identified;



The photon absorption relies on the number of excited electrons and the
molecular concentration as specified b ythe spectrum.

Steps of UV spectroscopy


Known and unknown specimens are moved in to the device, in turn, in a
cuvette and exposed to light at a certain wavelength;



Detectors observe and detect the light for later conversion to digital
figures by the software;



Plotting is later carried out to draw a graph of absorbance, and then
applied for unknown material identification.

Uses of UV spectroscopy


To observe impurities within organic materials;



To establish quantitative measures of components capable of absorbing
UV rays;



To study the kinetics of reactions once UV light is cast upon cells and
examine the shifts occuring in the process.
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2.3.1.21. Ultraviolet and visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy
This approach employs radiation within the UV range and the neighboring
visible range of electromagnetic radiation.
Principle of UV/Vis spectroscopy


All matter releases an absorption spectrum caused by radiation they
absorb at different wavelengths in accordance to atomic and molecular
structure;



The frequency relies on the energy difference between the two levels in
molecules;



Absorption causes lines to form and give rise to a spectrum along with
others;



Incident light is within the UV scope and the visible spectrum. Upon the
arrival of a photon on an object, its energy is taken by electrons, which
then leap to elevated energy states;



The degree of radiation forms an absorption spectrum and, hence applied
for measurements;



Absorbance in an object is based on the excited electron count, itself
relying on molecualr concentrations.

Steps of UV/Vis spectroscopy


Solvent liquid and the sample solution are palced in the device using
cuvettes, in turn. Light loss is measured in the solvent, and absorbance –
if anyv- is eliminated from the absorbance of the sample;



Next, the sample solution is transfered into the devicce to record
absorbance at various wavelengths, often between 200 and 800 nm.



Using altenrative concentrations of the specimen, another spectrum is
developed. Ultimately, a graph is drawn against the concentration of the
sample and later employed to identify unknown concentrations.

Uses of UV/Vis spectroscopy


To determine groups of compounds either within pure states or biological
combinations;
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To quantify biological material directly as well as by means of
colorimetric assays.

2.3.1.22.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The photoelectric effect is the basis of this technique to detemrine electrons
present within materials and on the outside layer, and also to find out about their
chemical state and the electronic configuration.
Principle of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy


It applies the photoelectric effect.



Specimens are subjected to X-rays at a given frequency to initiate
photoionization. Released photoelectrons contain energies representing
their initial status as well as the vibrational and rotational status of
electrons.



The enegies are identified in terms of binding as per this formula:
BE= hν- KE

with hν as the incident radiation and KE as the energy of the emitted photoelectrons.


A graph of BE against KE is drawn to reveal the peaks indicative of the
electrons at various subshells. The smallest ones are the valence electrons,
and the largest ones are core electrons.

Steps of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy


The specimen is transfered to the device and subjected to ionizing
radiation;



Released electrons bombard the detectors, where conversion is done into
electreic pulses; in turn, these are fed to the analyzer to develop analogous
data.



A graph is developed concerning the kinetic energy of the emitted
electrons as well as binding energy. The peaks, then, point to what
constitutes the unknown elements.

Uses of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy


To scale compositions, chemical states, and electronic configurations
within organic and inorganic materials; and
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To carry out surface analyses in different compounds[35].

2.4. Laser Indeuced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)
This technique involves a low-energy pulsed laser shot and a lens to develop
plasma and vaporize a tiny portion of a specimen. Part of the photons is gathered
for a spectrometer to divide the light from agitated atoms and ionic species. Then,
a detector carries out the signal converison for later monitoring of the results.
Figure 2.4 represents a LIBS scheme. This technique can analyze solids, liquids
and gases in short periods and remotely – a major advantage over other
instruments. Furthermore, additional information can be obtained in this way for a
given specimen .

Figure 2.4 LIBS system schematic
2.4.1. Components Description of used LIBS system
Here, a LIBS Type (LPS-1064-A 50mJ was employed for the evident
advantage of high-energy laser shots to agitate the sample in question and promptly.
The result is the separation of a small mass of atoms and small particles. Soon
afterward, micro plasma is developed in the focused volume and further excites the
ablated atoms. The process continues without laser application as well. The LIBS is
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shown in figure 2.4.1 .

Figure 2.4.1 The LIBS apparatus used in this study.
The main components of the system shown in Figure 2.4.1 are:
1. A pulsed laser to release high-energy optical signals to create micro

plasma on the specimens;
2. A focusing system of mirror and lens for the laser signals to be focused

on the specimens;
3. Target holder, to fix the specimens in place and move them slowly with

the help of a compass;
4. Light collection system (lens, fiber optic) to gather light generated by

the spark and transfer it to detectors;
5. Detection aparatus comprising spectral filters for dispersion, namely a

spectrograph, along with a detector to register light; and
6. Computer and electronics to trigger the laser shots, gate the detector

and save the spectrum.

2.4.2. Laser fundamental at LIBS
Many studies have dealt with the fundamentals of laser operation both generally and
in detail . For the purposes herein, lasers are restricted to the structure and operation
of the flash lamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser applied for LIBS in general. F i g u re 2 . 4 . 2
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s h o ws a b as i c diagram in this respect; accordingly, the lamp generates wideband
light within the near UV, visible, and near IR spectral regions a portion of which is
taken in by the ions doped into the lasing material – here, Nd ions doped in YAG
crystal (YAG:Yttrium Aluminum Garnet). Given strong-enough pumping, along with
the electronic energy levels in Nd ions, the upper level of the lasing atomic transition
is more populated than the lower terminating level. This causes a photon passing through
the laser rod with similar frequency as the lasing atomic transition to amplify by
inducing decay of some of the ions from the upper to the lower state. Meanwhile, if
the lasing rod is covered by a resonant cavity; most of the case by two mirrors in
which some of this amplified light is reflected into lasing rod creating a significant
amplification of the light at the lasing transition wavelength can be produced.
For LIBS, a laser energy of 5 MW is required to generate plasma; for this, a
pulsed and Q – switched laser is employed where an electro-optic Q – switch shutter
is positioned in the rod cavity to prevent path completion by photons along the cavity
and stimulated emission. Population inversion, henceforth, can intensify greatly. Once
the Q – switch is driven by a timed gate pulse, it becomes transparent, thus allowing
numerous traverses by photons and generating a high-power pulse in brief periods. A
portion of this pulse leaves the rod cavity from a semi-transmitting mirror (output
coupler). The Q –switched pulse lengths are about 5 to 10 ns, in many Nd:YAG lasers.
The short signals are due to fast depletion of inversion early termination of lasing [36].

Figure 2.4.2 Typical Nd:YAG laser with F, flashlamp; LR, laser rod; M, mirror; Q,

Q-switch
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2.4.3.

Laser Types
As a common trend, other lasers may be employed for LIBS based on the

specifications and wavelength, as listed in Table 1.
As for Nd:YAG lasers, they are a choice in numerous scenarios [17] due to their
relaibility, steadiness and simplicity along with advanced power density. What’s more,
their intrinsic wavelength may be changed to generate frequencies from the UV region
to the IR region.
Irradiance refers to light intensity for generating laser plasma, with its unit as W/cm2
or photons/cm2. Pulse energies applied for LIBS often change between 5mJ to 500mJ
– that is, 5x106 photons/s

to 5x108 (energy of a visible photon is ~ 10-19 J).

Furthermore, these photons remain in a short light pulse with an average of 10 ns
duration. Monochromaticity refers to light beam being non-broadband and excluding
a wide range of frequency. Laser can have extremely narrow spectral ranges available
by means of neat transitions in the lasing media. The bandwidth is gneerally < 0.001
nm. In essence and based on agitation attributes, monochromaticity may not be as
significant a factor and laser can be generated in all spectral regions, with certain
frequencies capable of coupling more robustly, rendering them more crucial for
ablation. Also, highly monochromatic beam do not play a significnat reole, either since
the absorption spectra of the bulk material tend to slow down the different functions
of frequencies. In some cases, monochromaticity does play a major role, though, since
certain optical devices are applied to reflect the narrow band and pass the broadband
of the laser plasma, instead.
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Table 2.4.3 Common Types Of Lasers
Type
Nd:YAG
(solid state)

Excimer
(gas)

Wavelength(nm)

Pulse
with(ns)

1,064,532,355,266

6 – 16

XeCl : 308

20

ArF: 194
CO₂ (gas)

Microchip

10600

200

1600

<1

Rep.
Rate(Hz)

Comments

Wavelength
easily changed
by using
harmonics
Compact
and easy to
install
High beam
quality
Single
Dual-pulse
Shot to 200
capability
Beam quality
is less than
Nd:YAG
Wavelength
in UV scale
Gas or gas
Single flow should be
shot to 200
changed
periodically
Single
Shot to 20

1 – 10 K

Beam quality
less than Nd:
YAG
Good beam
quality
High rep rate
Shot to shot
stability

As for directionality – the laser capable of covering long distances and remaining
collimated – it is key to LIBS plasma development due to standing off and remote; the
former being the projection over the target in open atmosphere over meters; and the
latter being the ease with which the beam can be carried with a fiber optic cable. In
either case, good directional beam quality is required. High-quality laser operating in
the Gaussian mode (Single Lowest Order mode) generates a signal that accurately
replicates a uniform plane wave with steady phase distribution across the wave front.
Such pulses generated by couplers at a diameter of d are very directional, and the
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distance for it can be explained using νd2 / h, known as the Rayleigh range. Next, the
beam begins to increase in size at an angular expansion of A8, written as d/h and
regarded as beam divergence [37].

2.4.4.

Optics Used in LIBS
The laser shot generated as explained in “2.4.2 Laser Fundamentals and 2.4.3

Laser Types” earlier require concentration on the specimen using a lens and mirror
array. See Figure 2.8. Commonly speaking, one lens concentrates the laser on a tiny
spot to form an analytically applicable micro plasm. See Figure 2.4.4 a). In advanced
settings with modifiable focusing, namely industrial analyses requiring close
monitoring, the lens-to-specimen distance varies depending on the material. A multilens setting can be used lens adjustments for better optical focusing on the specimen.
See Figure 2.4.4 b. Alternatively, focusing is done with a mirror. See Figure 2.4.4 c.
A lens or mirror can be the alternative to gather plasma light and led toward the
detector.

Figure 2.4.4 Different ways of laser focusing to create laser induced plasma.
One-lens systems are the most basic ways to gather plasma light; yet, more than one
lens may be required in some scenarios. In general, and without due modifications and
adjustments, lens systems also demonstrate chromatic aberration [18] – a major
drawback; henceforth, focal positioning has to be done depending on the frequency ee Figure 2.8 d – the reason being the refractive index of optical materials r e l i e s o n
t h e f r e q u e n c y . T o i l l us t r a t e t h i s p h e n o m e n o n , in case of quartz crystal,
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the index drops as the frequency heightens, in turn adding the focal length. A converse
scenario can also occur.
On the bright side, mirror systems do not depend on frequency and focusing is possible
within an equal distance. However, once a spherical mirror is employed in an off-axis
configuration, astigmatism, and coma [20] occur, thereby tarnishing the final image.
For LIBS, spherical lens optics are mostly applied to focus the laser beam radially
symmetric for a Nd:YAG laser, generating a circular beam spot on the specimen along
with plasma, which is radially symmetric against the optical axis.
2.4.5.

Fiber Optics For Light Collection
Fiber optic cables (FOCs) are indispensible with LIBS as the most basic

metod to gather plasma light. See Figure 2.4.5 a. These cables can be especially
beneficial in systems unable to be located in proximity to the obbject. Previously,
plasma light was either concentrated on the spectrograph slit, or the plasma was
developed in close proximity of the slit for enough light to pass through. In the first
case, merely a narrow vertical slice through the plasma can enter the spectrograph,
which means that minor position changes could significantly impact spectral
intensity.

Figure 2.4.5 a Typical Fiber Optic Cable (FOC)
FOCs conventionally developed with fused silica appear in Figure 2.4.5 b. as can
be seen, the fiber lines represent total internal reflection of the light entering the fiber
within the acceptance cone angle referred to as the numerical aperture. If this value is
~ 260 for fused silica, the reflections are of high efficiency. Despite the plasma
releasing light in the UV region, the resulting formation – despite degrading the
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transmission efficiency - will not pose any problem when the sytem is under
development.

Figure 2.4.5 b FOC Structure

The core of fiber cables mostly stand at 50 μm to 1 mm and are made up of fused silica
with varying degrees of OH based on where they are employed. Elevated amounts of
OH work well with UV & Visual range spectraİ conversely reduced OH is more
efficient near the IR region due to less water, mostly at < 2 ppm and in relation to less
light absorption. Cladding is carried out for better guiding in case of fibers with less
refractive index nc < nf compared to that of the core fiber. Fluorine-doped silica is quite
popular for this purpose to achieve a numerical aperture of 0.22, wirtten as NA = (n f2
– nc2)1/2. Around the cladding, a buffer material is applied for consolidating the core
and protection against scratching and other elements. Buffer material, in the same way,
relies on the working conditions; for instance, polyamide withstands temperatures of
between -1000C and 4000C, whereas gold issuitable for higher ranges at about – 90 0C
to 7500C. Outer protection is primarily Kevlar-reinforced PVC or other metallic
shielding material.
Using FOC, plasma emission light is transfered to the spectrometer;
alternatively, laser pulses are carried to the optic system for concentrating on the object
and eliminating as much as possible the pitfalls associated with alignment.
FOCs may be generated at various lengths given the necessities and the nature
of connection. Furthermore, cables are adjustable to spectrum requirements, namely
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UV and Visible (200 nm – 800 nm) region, IR and Visible (350 nm– 2000 nm) region
or UV (solarization resistant below 230 nm).

2.4.6. Detectors

Detectors sense photons and are connected to the exit slit to save the spectra.
Photo multipliers tubes (PMT) and solid-state types of these devises are quite popular
in most spectrometers, with the prcoess being time-dependant and and correlated with
adaptable intervals and signal integration times. Detectors with advanced quantum
efficiency and speedy temporal feedback are most popular for spectrometer use.
PMTs detect the tiniest amount of light and form a current that is in proportion
to the intensity. They possess photo cathode dynodes of 10 6 to 107 scale i nterms of
gain for incident photon, and 6 to 100 nm of bandwidth with one channel. See Figure
12, Noise is caused by the changes in the arriving pulses, during amplification, and
within the dark current. As for the current developed, it relates to the voltage employed
in the detector and changed to a pulse using a converter. The noise generated by dark
currents are the key concern for gated detection, and they can be easily neutralized if
the detector is cooled or boxcar averagers are employed.

Among other solid-state devices are photodiode array (PDA), charge coupled
device (CCD), charge transfer device (CTD), and coupled injection device (CID) as
they carry photons to charge using pixels or semiconductor elements. Two PDAs
comprise numerous diodes inside a chip that create a photodiode array, mainly about
2048 diodes in one dimension. Using potential difference V in the p-n diodes and
illuminated with light, the produced photocurrent releases the diode capacitance. See
Figue 2.4.6 a. A Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS), connected to the photodiodes
reactivates the photodiodes. In this respect, elevated temperatures can impact the
duration of integration, thereby enhacing the dark current and lowering the signal-tonoise ratio. In most cases, namely plasma diagnostics and induced incandescence,
gated detection has proved vital in detecting ultra-weak pulses in high background. As
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for CCD and PDA detectors, when applied with Echelle spectrometers, they form
signal integration times within the nano- to micro-seconds.
Quantum efficiency is related to the ratio of rate of photoelectrons divided by
rate of incident photons.

CCDs having replaced PDAs, can alter the charge

capacitance of MOSs and gain up to 90 quantum efficiency. See Figure 2.4.6 b. These
devices are of choice owing to their minimal dark current as opposed to the other
alternatives [19], and they are utilized within the 350 to 900 nm range. Given their
compact easy-to-couple natuire, ICCDs or CCDs are a favorite choice satisfying
spectrometry requirements.

Figure 2.4.6. a) Single diode array b) CCD array

CCDs capture the released electrons upon detecting the arriving light.
Converters then change the signal to the final form. As for ICCDs, they are equipped
with image intensifiers that open and close in nanoseconds.in the same way as PMTs,
the ICCD photocathode alters the absorbed photons to develop an image using the
photoelectric effect. The photocathode’s quantum efficiency relies on the material
used for the cathode, thickness of the photo emissive material, and the incident
radiation wavelength. A micro channel plate (MCP) contains a glass with a micro
channel structure - see Figure 2.4.6 c. –where the electrons are changed to photons,
intensified and concentrated on a phosphor screen. The gate voltage is mostly 200V
and enough to speed up the electrons. The photocathode component plays the key part
by forming electrons separate from the incident photons and, in ths way, accounting
for device effectiveness. Gating relies on the voltage administered to the photocathode
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and triggering the shutter in the smallest amount of delay, which varies between 1 and
3ns and depending on whether conductive nickel is present. Concerning time-resolved
processes, for instance LIBS and LII, the gating capability is an important system
requirement [38].

Figure 2.4.6 c) Schematic drawing of a MCP detector
2.4.7. Spectrometer
A spectrometer is a tool that spatially separates the colors of light into a
frequency (wavelength) spectrum. The spectrometers consist of a diffraction
grating (or prism), an entrance slit, and collimating mirrors or lenses. Diffraction
gratings in spectrometers separate incoming light by wavelength. Diffraction
grating consists of many grooves normally almost (105) that reflect collimated
parallel light. The angles and widths of grooves on glass plates depends upon
the designed spectral resolution and wavelength region of interest figure 2.4.7
Light that is reflected from the grooves generates interference which could be
destructive or constructive.
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Figure 2.4.7 Incident light reflection in a groove
Grooves can be defined as light sources since they reflect incoming light with a
width of d which is approximately equal to the average wavelength λ of the
spectra. Difference between the paths of light reflected from two adjacent
grooves produce constructive interference. The grating equation is as follows:
d sin α ± d sin β = mλ

Where α is the angle between normal and incident light, β is the angle
between normal and reflected light [39].

2.4.8. Lens
Within LIBS applications, laser shots are concentrated using a basic lens inside
or on the surface of the object to gather plasma light in the spectrograph or an FOC,
with the main parameters being the focal length (often 50 to 150 mm), diameter
(between 25 to 55mm), and material. In case of many solid-state lasers and their
equivalents, the diameter is between 6 to 8 mm for the small lens. Advanced and
multiple lens devices will be necessary for alternative focusing of the laser pulse within
meters and obtaining the least spot size. Lenses are best with diameters of a min. three42

fold larger size compared to that of the beam itself to reduce aberrations associated
with spherical lenses. In all, a lens has to have these characteristics:
(i) Material (quartz, zinc selenide, germanium, NaCl). Maximum transmission
is need for laser wavelength. Once plasma light is detected, effective
transmission is also important at the monitoring frequencies.
(ii) Anti-reflective coating to reduce back reflections to about <0.5 , as well as
the on-target energy. In this way, other reflections caused by the optics can be
eliminated which otherwise travel back to the laser or in the vicinities.
(iii) Type of lens, wither plano-convex, double convex, or else play a role in
sensitive operations, where top-shape is essential to reduce aberration. Most
ideal shapes are of one lens with diffraction-restricted (< 1/4 wave) wave front
distortion; and
iv)Scratches and pits represent surface defects, none of which is a major issue
concerning the operations with LIBS.

The usuall way that used of the lens at LIBS to gain plasma light is shown in Figure
2.4.8, “where The first lens collimates the emitted light to improve the focusing of the
second one into the fiber probe and to optimize the ratio of nonheritable light’’. These
way of setup the lens system can be adapted to different systems using one lens or
more than one which called a Multilens-device, and even only the fiber probe
positioned in front of the spark. The penefit of lenses used to focus the plasma light
are useful for this purpose, adapting them to different environmental features or setups [39].
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Figure 2.4.8 Standard Light system to gain Plasma at LIBS.
2.4.9. Thin Films
These are material layers ranging between a nanometer as monolayer to many
micrometers of thickness. Here, the sample is a thin film as well and developed by
means of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) - a useful process due to its versatility,
advanced purity and density, and metal formation below the melting point.
2.4.9.1. Manufacturing of thin films
The steps include the following:
1. Chemical vapor deposition
A substrate is fully immersed in a chemical liquid, followed by the material
added to both surfaces as equally coated. The chemicals include:


Plating



Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD)



Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

2. Physical vapor deposition
This is carried out for controllable carriage of atoms from a source to a
substrate where thin film development occurs automictically, with the deposits being:


Evaporation



Sputteri
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Thin film sample preparation
The sample for the present work was prepared using the Chemical Vapor
Decomposition (CVD) method to guarantee high purity and density [10] and metal
formation below the melting point. The resulting thickness was about 12 µm.
3.2.

LIBS experimental Setup
To record the data, LIBS (LPS-A-1064 50̴ 200 mJ) is employed with

a start wavelength of 200 nm, end wavelength of 462, gate delay at 0.350, gate width
at 1.050 ms, laser output level at 0.000, x position 0.000, y position 0.000, and finally
z position 0.000. A convex lens (N-Bk7-Bi ) [9] was applied to direct the laser pulse
on the sample and for spectrum lights, including the one directed to the fiber optics
acceptance cone. The LIBS spectra data was collected using a Thorlabs CCDspectrometer. The LIBS system comprised a power supply, control screen, laser head,
cooling unit, and sample holder for stabilization and gradual movement using a
compass. Additionally, for light collection, lens and fiber optics were applied to gather
and transfer the light to the detector. See Figure 3.2 for a schematic view of LIBS.

Figure 3.2 a schematic view of LIBS
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3.3. Data Analysis
Data preparation
Upon completing the experiment, the data included 77 tables with 10 shots for
every table. Initially, the average of all the tables was obtained to form one
table of 10 shots, using the equation [1]
𝒏

𝒙=

𝒙𝒊

𝒊 𝟏𝒏

[equation 1]

Where
𝑿 represents the average value of the Intensities, and
Σ Xi represents the sum of Intensity value at each shot.
This resulted in the final table as below:
Table 3.3, 10 shot-end table
Wavelength
[nm]

3.4.

Shot1

Shot2

Shot3

Shot...

Shot10

RSD (Relative Standard Deviation)

RSD is measured to detect error within a system due to the focal spot of the laser
changing depending on the surface structure as well as the fluctuations in the
media conditions; for instance, different particles in front of the sample in every
shot and changing absorbed partition, borth of which can cause changes and
reduced reproducibility of the LIBS data. We calculated the the MEAN and
Standarddevation for each wavelength. The relative standard deviation (RSD)
reveals whether the normal standard deviation (NSD) is smaller or larger
compared to that of the statistical average of the data set in accordance to the
experimental results [7].
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𝑹𝑺𝑫( ) =

𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑵𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒄

𝑵𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒄 𝝈
𝒌 𝟏

𝑪𝒌

𝝈𝑪𝒌 𝟐 =

with

𝑪𝒌

𝝆

(ĉ𝒊𝒌 𝒄𝒌 )𝟐
𝒊 𝟏 𝝆 𝟏

[equation 2]

where ,
𝑵𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒄 = number of different concentrations in the validation set
ρ=number of spectra per concentration
σ=Standard deviation

3.5.

RMS (Root mean square)
The collected data was positive and negative, thus requiring the RMS [2]
to measure the amount of dispersion around the average value, which is not
eliminated as when standard deviation (STDEV) was applied By means of RMS,
the signal strength is obtained using equation 3:

𝐑𝐌𝐒 =

∑𝐍
𝐢 𝟏 𝐱𝐢
𝐍

[equation 3]

where
Σ Xi represents the sum of Intensity value at each shot, and
N represents the length of the system at every shot.
3.6.

SNR (signal noise ratio)

SNR is key to understanding the signal strength at certain wavelengths, and it is
determined for each wavelength between the 10 shots [2],[12].

SNR=

𝐒𝐢𝐠𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐩𝐨𝐰𝐞𝐫

𝐍𝐨𝐢𝐬𝐞 𝐏𝐨𝐰𝐞𝐫

[equation 4]

where,
Signal Powers is the average at each wavelength for the 10 shots, and
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Noise Power is the Standard deviation at each wavelength for the 10
shots.

SNR = STD Baseline Fluctuation / Max. Intensity for every spectrum line
observed [equation 5]

3.7.

Detection Limit
Limit of detection (LOD) is calculated with a calibration curve in LIBS and

defined as

𝐋𝐎𝐃 =

𝟑∗𝐒𝐁
𝐒

[equation 6] ;

Where
SB represents the standard deviation of background, and
S represents the slope of calibration.

3.8.

Software Development
A MATLAB program was developed to define the peaks whenever needed

and depending on the selected thresholds. The area under the curve was measured for
a 10-shot, and for a one-shot, and the final output is a table including the location of
the point and the area under the curve, and the ratio of the area in percentage. The
program also measured the SNR for the entire system, as well as SNR and RSD at
each wavelength row, thus saving valuable time and increasing efficiency. The code
applied Lorentzian fitting for numerous reasons, namely ease of calculation,
symmetry, and peak tail emphasis [4],[5] ,[40]
The Lorentzian function is

𝐲 = 𝐲𝟎 +

𝟐𝐀

𝐰

𝛑 𝟒(𝐱 𝐱 𝐂 )𝟐 𝐰 𝟐

[equation 7]

Where: y0 = offset, xc = center, w = FWHM, A = area
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3.9.

Origin Software
The peak location and the same conditions as in the MATLAB were selected
to manually measure the area under the curve with Lorentzian fitting and
compare the results with those obtained by MATLAB itself.

3.10.

Excel Software
Excel was applied to measure the area, SNR and LOD for every shot at

certain locations of the peak.
Area calculations were found not to fit the area under the curve, which was
measured normally, which rendered it larger compared to the MATLAB and
Origin software calculted areas .
On Excel we used Regression to determin SNR , LOD with the optimal fitting
for the curve manually.
3.11. Results
A threshold was selected to allow only the peaks with 900 to appear and be
calculated. There were 44 peaks, some visible in all 10 shots, as shown in Table 3.11
and Figure 3.11. The strong lines were compared using the NIST Data base [40].
Table 3.11 visible peaks in all 10 shot
Peak location[nm]

Element

235.47

Sn I

242.913

Sn I

251.569

Si I

270.592

Cu II

279.441

Mg II

288.032

Si I

300.807

Fe I

303.279

Sn I

393.36

Al I

396.821

Zn II

589.245

S II
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Figure 3.11 , visible peaks at 10 shots
Peak identification
Using the NIST Database [13], the label was set for the detected peaks, as

3.12.

shown in Figure 3.12 a), b), and c), for the range between 188 nm and 888nm.

Figure 3.12 a (range 200 nm-290 nm)

Figure 3.12 b (range 291 nm-431 nm)
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Figure 3.12 c (range 451 nm-631 nm)

3.13. Intensity-3D
The intensities 3-D and 2-D diagrams for Origin, Excel, and MATLAB are shown in
Figure 3.13. a-f .Accordingly, the effect of the Lorentzian fitting is evident in
comparison with the Excel Origin and MATLAB 3-D figures . İt was visible the effect
of the Lorentzian fitting between the diagram of Excel and MATLAB, Origin
shapes.

Figure 3.13 a, intensity 3-D Origin
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Figure 3.13 b ,Intensities 2-D Origin

Figure 3.13 c , intensties 3-D Excel
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Figure 3.13 d , intensties 2-D Excel

Figure 3.13 e , intensties 3-D MATLAB
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Figure 3.13 f , intensties 2-D MATLAB

3.14.

Limit of Detection (LOD)

The Limit of Detection (LOD) is the lowest concentration that can be reliably
distinguished using a particular analytical tool. The LOD, intuitively, would be the
lowest amount of concentration obtained from measuring a sample containing the
ingredient that we would be able to distinguish from the concentration obtained
from a measured blank sample.
Also, the LOD is a unit of measurement that expresses the lowest concentration of
an analyte detected by a specific device, process . If a measured sample has a
concentration lower than this value or gives a reading that cannot be separated from
the set reference point, the most we can tell with confidence about the sample is
that the current analyte is below the LOD. The limit of detection is measured for
every peak at every visible shot as showed in table 3.14
After an instrument calibration, the resulting LOD is often measured. Any value
less than this is referred to as "LOD," with the calculated LOD defined clearly. The
LOD concept has been and continues to be one of the most important subjects in
analytical methods for determining the contents of a samples.
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Table 3.14, LOD at each shot
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3.15.

Signal Noise Ratio (SNR)

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), depicted in Figure 8, can be considered as
the tool to explain the signal quality by comparing the average power
available in the signal to that contained in the noise, including any external
sources.

Figure 3.15 Principle of SNR

It has to be stated that the LIBS system used here is exposed to air
conditions. Evidently, in each plasma created, there will be other
accompanying species in different concentrations in the air just in front of
the sample. Furthermore, the laser beam ablates the sample surface in every
shot, therbey altering the shape of the target surface area and, consequently,
altering the laser energy absorbed by the sample at each shot. The SNR for
each per shot is measured using equation 5 for every spectrum line observed
[12], and the outcomes appear in Table 3.15 a .
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Table 3.15 a , SNR at each shot
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SNR and RSD% for each Row,that included the peak with the help of equations
[2],[4] are shown in Table 3.15 b
Table 3.15 b , RSD % and SNR at each peak location
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3.16. RMS ( Root Mean Square)
We used RMS to represent the strength of the received
signal(data),with help of equation (3) , finally we have the results data in table 5
with compare to the peaks at each shot
Table 3.16 , RMS , Peaks numbers for each shot
shot1
shot2
shot3
shot4
shot5
shot6
shot7
shot8
shot9
shot10

Peak-Nr
41
29
23
33
20
16
14
12
12
21

RMS
188.81
112.3637
100.9043
144.4553
73.45588
81.29056
96.43413
80.92402
102.33
51.06672

3.17. Elements in the sample
After determining the peaks, the area under the curve for the total peaks and the ratio
of every area to the total Area were calculated, and thus represent the percentage of
each element at the sample, or in other words the ratio of each element based on each
area under the peak that belong to each element depends on the comparing with
NIST database .[13] the compare of the are percentage at each peak between Origin
,MATLAB and Excel show us close results as shown in figure 3.17, the collected
data of the area percentage under curve via Origin ,MATALB and Excel are
represented on Tables 3.17 a) b) and c) .
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Table 3.17 a , Area percentage from Origin Data
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Table 3.17 b, Area percentage from MATLAB Data
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Table 3.17 c, Area percentage from Excel Data
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3.17.1. Elements percentage by using Origin
The indected elements by using the Origin software are shown in
Table 3.17.1 , and the elements precentage per each shot is shown in
figure 3.17.1 a and the elemets average precentage in the sample is
shown in fgure 3.17.1 b.
Table 3.17.1 , Element percentage via Origin

Origin Elements precentage per Shot
50
45

Element %

40
35

Aluminium %

30

Cupper %

25

Iron %

20

Magnesium %

15

Sulfur %

10

Silicon %

5

Tin %

0

Zink %

Shot

Figure 3.17.1 a , Elements percentage per Shot by using Origin
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Element

Origin-Average Elements Precentages
2.30

Zink %
Tin %
Silicon %
Sulfur %
Magnesium %
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Figure 3.17.1 b, Average elements percentage by using Origin
3.17.2. Elements percentage by using MATLAB

Elements percentage for the indected elements by using MATLAB are shown in
Table 3.17.2, also the elements precentage per each shot is shown in figure 3.17.2 a
and the elemets average precentage in the sample is shown in figure 3.17.2 b.

Table 3.17.2 , Elements percentage by using MATLAB
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Figure 3.17.2 a, Elements percentage per Shot by using MATLAB
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Figure 3.17.2 b Average elements percentage by using MATLAB

3.17.3. Elements percentage by using EXCEL
Elements percentage via Excel software are shown in Table 3.17.3 , also the
elements precentage per each shot is shown in figure 3.17.3 a and the elemets
average precentage in the sample is shown in fgure 3.17.3 b.
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Table 3.17.3 , Element percentage via Excel software

Element Precentage
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Figure 3.17.3 a Elements percentage per Shot by using Excel
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Figure 3.17.3 b , Average elements percentage by using Excel
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35

3.18.

Compare End-Results Data

the end results have been comaperd with each other ,so that we have Figure 3.18 ,
that shows the Average Area percentage between MATLAB, Excel and Origin
the behavior of the curves are simillar between the three curves.

Figure 3.18 Compare Chart Average Area-Precentage

Also its clearly to see the comparing of the elemets precentage via MATLAB, Excel
and Origin as shown in figure 3.19 a,b,c

Figure 3.19 a Area Precentage via MATLAB per shot
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Figure 3.19 b Area Precentage via Excel per shot

Figure 3.19 c Area Precentage via Origin per shot
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

The results that are shown of the investigated elements, the MATLAB code was
running smoothly and rapid, the area percentage on MATLAB was smaller than in
origin and excel. This was affected of the Lorentzian fitting and changing of FHWM.
The condition of the investigation experiment could be effecting the results. Other
strong line data bases for the elements can be added to the code so that the software
can determine the wavelength for each element by comparing . Signal to noise ratio’s
are crucial in detecting LIBS signals. We have developed a MATLAB program that
can easily identify those ratios based on several external effects. Also area under the
curve for specific lines can be calculated by the program that has been developed.
Software gives similar results with Microsoft Excel and Origin programs.
The NIST data base can be add to a sub-program to have rapid compare the strongline
und identifey the elements that appears in any sample that should be investigated.
.
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APPENDIX A

LIBS MATLAB CODE

-----------------------------------------------------------------s1 = 'Welcome to the LIBS-Matlab code ';
s2 = 'to determine the data of 10 shots
please chosse P=1';
s3 = 'to determine the data of Average shot please chosse P=2';
disp(s1)
disp(s2)
disp(s3)
p = input('

if p==1
load Sn

p =

');

Load Sn mat file

LF=200.00;
Low Wavelenght
HF=462.00;
High Wavelenght
IIV=900;
Intensity Ignore Value
n=55;
define n as a coefficient to expand
(positive n) or decrease (negative n) the FWHM of Lorentz Signals
St=0.064;
Step Time
-------------------------------------------------------------------subplot(10,2,1 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,2 ),'b');title('First Shot ') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,2 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,3 ),'b');title('Second Shot ');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,3 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,4 ),'b');title('Third Shot' ) ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,4 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,5 ),'b');title('Fourth Shot ');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,5 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,6 ),'b');title('Fifth Shot ') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,6 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,7 ),'b');title('Sixth Shot') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,7 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,8 ),'b');title('Seventh Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,8 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,9 ),'b');title('Eighth Shot') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,9 );plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,10),'b');title('Ninth Shot') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(10,2,10);plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,11),'b');title('Tenth Shot') ;
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
-----------------------------------------------------------------[mSn,nSn]=size(Sn);
Size of the Sn Matrix
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A=find(LF<Sn(:,1));
than LF
B=find(Sn(:,1)<HF);
smaller than HF
mB=size(B,1);
Sn1=Sn(A(1,1):mB,:);
freq < HF
[mSn1,nSn1]=size(Sn1);

Row Index of Sn with wavelength larger
Row Index of Sn with wavelength
Construct a Matrix (Sn1) with LF <
Size of the Sn1 Matrix

D2=(Sn1(:,2:nSn1));
Mean=mean(D2,2);
Mean value of each row in Sn1
STD=std(D2,0,2);
STD value of each row in Sn1
RS=(STD./Mean).*100;
for i=1:1:mSn1
RSTD(i,1)=(STD(i,1)/Mean(i,1))*100;
RSTD value of each row in
Sn1
end
subplot(3,1,1);plot(Sn1(:,1),RSTD ,'b');title('RSTD
Diagram');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('RSTD Percentage')
subplot(3,1,2);plot(Sn1(:,1),Mean ,'b');title('Mean
Diagram');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Mean Value')
subplot(3,1,3);plot(Sn1(:,1),STD ,'b');title('STD
Diagram');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('STD Value')
subplot(4,1,4);plot(Sn1(:,1),RS
,'b');title('RS
Diagram');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('RS Percentage')

-------------------------------------------------------------------Compute the Signal Power, Noise Power and Signal to Noise Ratio
L=sumsqr(Sn,1);
size(Sn);
Ab=Sn.^2;
Ac=Ab';
sum(Ab,:,1);
SU=sum(Ab(:,1));
[Row,Col]=size(Sn);
sum=0;
for i =1:Col ;
j=1:Row;
sum=sum+(Ac(i,j));
end
sumsqr=sum';
SP=sumsqr./10;
plot(SP);

[Row,Col]=size(SQ);
for i=1:Row
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N1P(i,1)= ( (Sn(i,1)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N2P(i,2)= ( (Sn(i,2)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N3P(i,3)= ( (Sn(i,3)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N4P(i,4)= ( (Sn(i,4)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N5P(i,5)= ( (Sn(i,5)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N6P(i,6)= ( (Sn(i,6)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N7P(i,7)= ( (Sn(i,7)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N8P(i,8)= ( (Sn(i,8)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N9P(i,9)= ( (Sn(i,9)- (Mean(i,1) ))) ;
N10P(i,10)= ( (Sn(i,10)- (Mean(i,1))));
end
N1=N1P.^2;
N2=N2P(:,2).^2 ;
N3=N3P(:,3).^2 ;
N4=N4P(:,4).^2 ;
N5=N5P(:,5).^2 ;
N6=N6P(:,6).^2 ;
N7=N7P(:,7).^2 ;
N8=N8P(:,8).^2 ;
N9=N9P(:,9).^2 ;
N10=N10P(:,10).^2 ;
Nnoise=N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6+N7+N8+N9+N10;

Noise Power

SNR=SP./Nnoise;
Signal to Noise Ratio
load Sn;

subplot(3,1,1);plot(Sn1(:,1),SP,'b');title('Signal
Power');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SP')
subplot(3,1,2);plot(Sn1(:,1),Nnoise,'b');title('Noise
Power');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('NP')
subplot(3,1,3);plot(Sn1(:,1),SNR,'b');title('Signal to Noise
Ratio');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SNR')

----------------------------------------------------------------Sn1=Sn(A(1,1):mB,:);
load('SNRDATA.mat');
Finding Noise
noise_add = 0;
for i = 1:10240
for j = 1:10
noise_add = noise_add + (SNRDATA(i,j) mean(SNRDATA(:,j)))^2;
end
end

noise = noise_add/(10240*9);
Finding signal
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signal_add = 0;
for i =1:10240
signal_add = signal_add + mean(SNRDATA(i,:))^2;
end
signal_add = signal_add/10240;
signal = signal_add - (noise/10);
snr_value = signal/noise;
t=table(signal,noise,snr_value)
-----------------------------------------------------------------Constuct a new Matrix (Sn2) like Sn1, Intensities < IIV is set to
0
Sn2=Sn1;
for i=1:1:mSn1
for j=2:1:nSn1
if Sn1(i,j)<IIV
Sn2(i,j)=0;
else
Sn2(i,j)=Sn1(i,j);
end
end
end
X=Sn2(:,1);
Y1=Sn2(:,2); Y2=Sn2(:,3); Y3=Sn2(:,4); Y4=Sn2(:,5); Y5=Sn2(:,6);
Y6=Sn2(:,7); Y7=Sn2(:,8); Y8=Sn2(:,9); Y9=Sn2(:,10); Y10=Sn2(:,11);
subplot(5,2,1);plot(X,Y1,'b');title('First
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,2);plot(X,Y2,'b');title('Second Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,3);plot(X,Y3,'b');title('Third Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,4);plot(X,Y4,'b');title('Fourth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,5);plot(X,Y5,'b');title('Fifth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,6);plot(X,Y6,'b');title('Sixth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,7);plot(X,Y7,'b');title('Seventh Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,8);plot(X,Y8,'b');title('Eighth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,9);plot(X,Y9,'b');title('Ninth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,10);plot(X,Y10,'b');title('Tenth Shot');
xlabel('wavelenght[nm]'); ylabel('Intensity')
-----------------------------------------------------------------Find the locations and value of the local peaks
[pks1,locs1] = findpeaks(Y1,X);
[pks2,locs2] = findpeaks(Y2,X);
[pks3,locs3] = findpeaks(Y3,X);
[pks4,locs4] = findpeaks(Y4,X);
[pks5,locs5] = findpeaks(Y5,X);
[pks6,locs6] = findpeaks(Y6,X);
[pks7,locs7] = findpeaks(Y7,X);
[pks8,locs8] = findpeaks(Y8,X);
[pks9,locs9] = findpeaks(Y9,X);
[pks10,locs10] =
findpeaks(Y10,X);
subplot(5,2,1);plot(X,Y1,locs1,pks1,'or');title('Peaks of First
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
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subplot(5,2,2);plot(X,Y2,locs2,pks2,'or');title('Peaks of Second
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,3);plot(X,Y3,locs3,pks3,'or');title('Peaks of Third
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,4);plot(X,Y4,locs4,pks4,'or');title('Peaks of Fourth
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,5);plot(X,Y5,locs5,pks5,'or');title('Peaks of Fifth
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,6);plot(X,Y6,locs6,pks6,'or');title('Peaks of Sixth
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,7);plot(X,Y7,locs7,pks7,'or');title('Peaks of Sevenh
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,8);plot(X,Y8,locs8,pks8,'or');title('Peaks of Eighth
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,9);plot(X,Y9,locs9,pks9,'or');title('Peaks of Ninth
Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,2,10);plot(X,Y10,locs10,pks10,'or');title('Peaks of
Tenth Shot');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
---------------------------------------------------------------Number of Peaks at each of Data
nop1=size(pks1,1); nop2=size(pks2,1);
nop3=size(pks3,1); nop4=size(pks4,1);
nop5=size(pks5,1); nop6=size(pks6,1);
nop7=size(pks7,1); nop8=size(pks8,1);
nop9=size(pks9,1); nop10=size(pks10,1);
disp('Number of peaks at first measurement');disp(nop1);
disp('Number of peaks at second measurement');disp(nop2);
disp('Number of peaks at third measurement');disp(nop3);
disp('Number of peaks at fourth measurement');disp(nop4);
disp('Number of peaks at fifth measurement');disp(nop5);
disp('Number of peaks at sixth measurement');disp(nop6);
disp('Number of peaks at seventh measurement');disp(nop7);
disp('Number of peaks at eighth measurement');disp(nop8);
disp('Number of peaks at ninth measurement');disp(nop9);
disp('Number of peaks at tenth measurement');disp(nop10);
----------------------------------------------------------------Compute FWHM at each peak of each data
for i=2:1:mSn1+1
Xn(1,1)=0;
Xn(i,1)=X(i-1);
Xn(mSn1+2,1)=0;
Y1n(1,1)=0; Y2n(1,1)=0; Y3n(1,1)=0; Y4n(1,1)=0; Y5n(1,1)=0;
Y6n(1,1)=0; Y7n(1,1)=0; Y8n(1,1)=0; Y9n(1,1)=0; Y10n(1,1)=0;
Y1n(i,1)=Y1(i-1); Y2n(i,1)=Y2(i-1); Y3n(i,1)=Y3(i-1);
Y4n(i,1)=Y4(i-1); Y5n(i,1)=Y5(i-1); Y6n(i,1)=Y6(i-1); Y7n(i,1)=Y7(i1); Y8n(i,1)=Y8(i-1); Y9n(i,1)=Y9(i-1); Y10n(i,1)=Y10(i-1);
Y1n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y2n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y3n(mSn1+2,1)=0;
Y4n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y5n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y6n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y7n(mSn1+2,1)=0;
Y8n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y9n(mSn1+2,1)=0; Y10n(mSn1+2,1)=0;
end
k1=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y1n(i)==0 && Y1n(i+1)~=0
T1(k1,1)=Xn(i+1); k1=k1+1;
elseif Y1n(i)~=0 && Y1n(i+1)==0
T1(k1,1)=Xn(i); k1=k1+1;
end
end
k2=1;
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for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y2n(i)==0 && Y2n(i+1)~=0
T2(k2,1)=Xn(i+1); k2=k2+1;
elseif Y2n(i)~=0 && Y2n(i+1)==0
T2(k2,1)=Xn(i); k2=k2+1;
end
end
k3=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y3n(i)==0 && Y3n(i+1)~=0
T3(k3,1)=Xn(i+1); k3=k3+1;
elseif Y3n(i)~=0 && Y3n(i+1)==0
T3(k3,1)=Xn(i); k3=k3+1;
end
end
k4=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y4n(i)==0 && Y4n(i+1)~=0
T4(k4,1)=Xn(i+1); k4=k4+1;
elseif Y4n(i)~=0 && Y4n(i+1)==0
T4(k4,1)=Xn(i); k4=k4+1;
end
end
k5=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y5n(i)==0 && Y5n(i+1)~=0
T5(k5,1)=Xn(i+1); k5=k5+1;
elseif Y5n(i)~=0 && Y5n(i+1)==0
T5(k5,1)=Xn(i); k5=k5+1;
end
end
k6=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y6n(i)==0 && Y6n(i+1)~=0
T6(k6,1)=Xn(i+1); k6=k6+1;
elseif Y6n(i)~=0 && Y6n(i+1)==0
T6(k6,1)=Xn(i); k6=k6+1;
end
end
k7=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y7n(i)==0 && Y7n(i+1)~=0
T7(k7,1)=Xn(i+1); k7=k7+1;
elseif Y7n(i)~=0 && Y7n(i+1)==0
T7(k7,1)=Xn(i); k7=k7+1;
end
end
k8=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y8n(i)==0 && Y8n(i+1)~=0
T8(k8,1)=Xn(i+1); k8=k8+1;
elseif Y8n(i)~=0 && Y8n(i+1)==0
T8(k8,1)=Xn(i); k8=k8+1;
end
end
k9=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y9n(i)==0 && Y9n(i+1)~=0
T9(k9,1)=Xn(i+1); k9=k9+1;
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elseif Y9n(i)~=0 && Y9n(i+1)==0
T9(k9,1)=Xn(i); k9=k9+1;
end

end
k10=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y10n(i)==0 && Y10n(i+1)~=0
T10(k10,1)=Xn(i+1); k10=k10+1;
elseif Y10n(i)~=0 && Y10n(i+1)==0
T10(k10,1)=Xn(i); k10=k10+1;
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
FWHM1(i,1)=(T1(2*i)-T1(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T2,1)/2
FWHM2(i,1)=(T2(2*i)-T2(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T3,1)/2
FWHM3(i,1)=(T3(2*i)-T3(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T4,1)/2
FWHM4(i,1)=(T4(2*i)-T4(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T5,1)/2
FWHM5(i,1)=(T5(2*i)-T5(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T6,1)/2
FWHM6(i,1)=(T6(2*i)-T6(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T7,1)/2
FWHM7(i,1)=(T7(2*i)-T7(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T8,1)/2
FWHM8(i,1)=(T8(2*i)-T8(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T9,1)/2
FWHM9(i,1)=(T9(2*i)-T9(2*i-1))/2;
end
for i=1:1:size(T10,1)/2
FWHM10(i,1)=(T10(2*i)-T10(2*i-1))/2;
end
disp('FWHM at first measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM1);
disp('FWHM at second measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM2);
disp('FWHM at third measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM3);
disp('FWHM at fourth measurement nm)');disp(FWHM4);
disp('FWHM at fifth measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM5);
disp('FWHM at sixth measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM6);
disp('FWHM at seventh measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM7);
disp('FWHM at eighth measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM8);
disp('FWHM at ninth measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM9);
disp('FWHM at tenth measurement (nm)');disp(FWHM10);
---------------------------------------------------------------------Remove extra local peaks at each period of each data
for k=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop1
if T1(2*k-1)<=locs1(j) && locs1(j)<=T1(2*k)
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P=P+1;
else
end

P=P;

end
N1(k,1)=P;
end
q1=find(N1==0);
N1(q1)=1;
S1(1)=N1(1);
indN1(1)=1;
Loc1=locs1;
for i=2:1:size(T1,1)/2
S1(i)=S1(i-1)+N1(i);
indN1(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
if N1(i)==1
Peak1(i,1)=pks1(S1(i));
Loc1(i,1)=locs1(S1(i));
else
Peak1(i,1)=max(pks1(S1(i)-N1(i)+1:S1(i)));
r1=find(pks1(S1(i)-N1(i)+1:S1(i))~=max(pks1(S1(i)N1(i)+1:S1(i))));
Loc1(indN1(i)+r1-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T2,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop2
if T2(2*k-1)<=locs2(j) && locs2(j)<=T2(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N2(k,1)=P;
end
q2=find(N2==0);
N2(q2)=1;
S2(1)=N2(1);
indN2(1)=1;
Loc2=locs2;
for i=2:1:size(T2,1)/2
S2(i)=S2(i-1)+N2(i);
indN2(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T2,1)/2
if N2(i)==1
Peak2(i,1)=pks2(S2(i));
Loc2(i,1)=locs2(S2(i));
else
Peak2(i,1)=max(pks2(S2(i)-N2(i)+1:S2(i)));
r2=find(pks2(S2(i)-N2(i)+1:S2(i))~=max(pks2(S2(i)N2(i)+1:S2(i))));
Loc2(indN2(i)+r2-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T3,1)/2
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P=0;
for j=1:1:nop3
if T3(2*k-1)<=locs3(j) && locs3(j)<=T3(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N3(k,1)=P;
end
q3=find(N3==0);
N3(q3)=1;
S3(1)=N3(1);
indN3(1)=1;
Loc3=locs3;
for i=2:1:size(T3,1)/2
S3(i)=S3(i-1)+N3(i);
indN3(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T3,1)/2
if N3(i)==1
Peak3(i,1)=pks3(S3(i));
Loc3(i,1)=locs3(S3(i));
else
Peak3(i,1)=max(pks3(S3(i)-N3(i)+1:S3(i)));
r3=find(pks3(S3(i)-N3(i)+1:S3(i))~=max(pks3(S3(i)N3(i)+1:S3(i))));
Loc3(indN3(i)+r3-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T4,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop4
if T4(2*k-1)<=locs4(j) && locs4(j)<=T4(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N4(k,1)=P;
end
q4=find(N4==0);
N4(q4)=1;
S4(1)=N4(1);
indN4(1)=1;
Loc4=locs4;
for i=2:1:size(T4,1)/2
S4(i)=S4(i-1)+N4(i);
indN4(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T4,1)/2
if N4(i)==1
Peak4(i,1)=pks4(S4(i));
Loc4(i,1)=locs4(S4(i));
else
Peak4(i,1)=max(pks4(S4(i)-N4(i)+1:S4(i)));
r4=find(pks4(S4(i)-N4(i)+1:S4(i))~=max(pks4(S4(i)N4(i)+1:S4(i))));
Loc4(indN4(i)+r4-1)=[];
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end
end
for k=1:1:size(T5,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop5
if T5(2*k-1)<=locs5(j) && locs5(j)<=T5(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N5(k,1)=P;
end
q5=find(N5==0);
N5(q5)=1;
load Data
S5(1)=N5(1);
indN5(1)=1;
Loc5=locs5;
for i=2:1:size(T5,1)/2
S5(i)=S5(i-1)+N5(i);
indN5(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T5,1)/2
if N5(i)==1
Peak5(i,1)=pks5(S5(i));
Loc5(i,1)=locs5(S5(i));
else
Peak5(i,1)=max(pks5(S5(i)-N5(i)+1:S5(i)));
r5=find(pks5(S5(i)-N5(i)+1:S5(i))~=max(pks5(S5(i)N5(i)+1:S5(i))));
Loc5(indN5(i)+r5-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T6,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop6
if T6(2*k-1)<=locs6(j) && locs6(j)<=T6(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N6(k,1)=P;
end
q6=find(N6==0);
N6(q6)=1;
S6(1)=N6(1);
indN6(1)=1;
Loc6=locs6;
for i=2:1:size(T6,1)/2
S6(i)=S6(i-1)+N6(i);
indN6(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T6,1)/2
if N6(i)==1
Peak6(i,1)=pks6(S6(i));
Loc6(i,1)=locs6(S6(i));
else
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Peak6(i,1)=max(pks6(S6(i)-N6(i)+1:S6(i)));
r6=find(pks6(S6(i)-N6(i)+1:S6(i))~=max(pks6(S6(i)N6(i)+1:S6(i))));
Loc6(indN6(i)+r6-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T7,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop7
if T7(2*k-1)<=locs7(j) && locs7(j)<=T7(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N7(k,1)=P;
end
q7=find(N7==0);
N7(q7)=1;
S7(1)=N7(1);
indN7(1)=1;
Loc7=locs7;
for i=2:1:size(T7,1)/2
S7(i)=S7(i-1)+N7(i);
indN7(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T7,1)/2
if N7(i)==1
Peak7(i,1)=pks7(S7(i));
Loc7(i,1)=locs7(S7(i));
else
Peak7(i,1)=max(pks7(S7(i)-N7(i)+1:S7(i)));
r7=find(pks7(S7(i)-N7(i)+1:S7(i))~=max(pks7(S7(i)N7(i)+1:S7(i))));
Loc7(indN7(i)+r7-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T8,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop8
if T8(2*k-1)<=locs8(j) && locs8(j)<=T8(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N8(k,1)=P;
end
q8=find(N8==0);
N8(q8)=1;
S8(1)=N8(1);
indN8(1)=1;
Loc8=locs8;
for i=2:1:size(T8,1)/2
S8(i)=S8(i-1)+N8(i);
indN8(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T8,1)/2
if N8(i)==1
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Peak8(i,1)=pks8(S8(i));
Loc8(i,1)=locs8(S8(i));
else

Peak8(i,1)=max(pks8(S8(i)-N8(i)+1:S8(i)));
r8=find(pks8(S8(i)-N8(i)+1:S8(i))~=max(pks8(S8(i)N8(i)+1:S8(i))));
Loc8(indN8(i)+r8-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T9,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop9
if T9(2*k-1)<=locs9(j) && locs9(j)<=T9(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N9(k,1)=P;
end
q9=find(N9==0);
N9(q9)=1;
S9(1)=N9(1);
indN9(1)=1;
Loc9=locs9;
for i=2:1:size(T9,1)/2
S9(i)=S9(i-1)+N9(i);
indN9(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T9,1)/2
if N9(i)==1
Peak9(i,1)=pks9(S9(i));
Loc9(i,1)=locs9(S9(i));
else
Peak9(i,1)=max(pks9(S9(i)-N9(i)+1:S9(i)));
r9=find(pks9(S9(i)-N9(i)+1:S9(i))~=max(pks9(S9(i)N9(i)+1:S9(i))));
Loc9(indN9(i)+r9-1)=[];
end
end
for k=1:1:size(T10,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop10
if T10(2*k-1)<=locs10(j) && locs10(j)<=T10(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N10(k,1)=P;
end
q10=find(N10==0);
N10(q10)=1;
S10(1)=N10(1);
indN10(1)=1;
Loc10=locs10;
for i=2:1:size(T10,1)/2
S10(i)=S10(i-1)+N10(i);
indN10(i)=i;
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end
for i=1:1:size(T10,1)/2
if N10(i)==1
Peak10(i,1)=pks10(S10(i));
Loc10(i,1)=locs10(S10(i));
else
Peak10(i,1)=max(pks10(S10(i)-N10(i)+1:S10(i)));
r10=find(pks10(S10(i)-N10(i)+1:S10(i))~=max(pks10(S10(i)N10(i)+1:S10(i))));
Loc10(indN10(i)+r10-1)=[];
end
end
subplot(5,2,1);plot(X,Y1,Loc1,Peak1,'x');title('Peaks of First
Measurement without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,2);plot(X,Y2,Loc2,Peak2,'x');title('Peaks of Second
Measurement without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,3);plot(X,Y3,Loc3,Peak3,'x');title('Peaks of Third
Measurement without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,4);plot(X,Y4,Loc4,Peak4,'x');title('Peaks of Fourth
Measurement without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,5);plot(X,Y5,Loc5,Peak5,'x');title('Peaks of Fifth
Measurement without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,6);plot(X,Y6,Loc6,Peak6,'x');title('Peaks of Sixth
Measurements without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,7);plot(X,Y7,Loc7,Peak7,'x');title('Peaks of Sixth
Measurements without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,8);plot(X,Y8,Loc8,Peak8,'x');title('Peaks of Sixth
Measurements without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,9);plot(X,Y9,Loc9,Peak9,'x');title('Peaks of Sixth
Measurements without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
subplot(5,2,10);plot(X,Y10,Loc10,Peak10,'x');title('Peaks of Sixth
Measurements without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
------------------------------------------------------------------Construct Lorentzian Function of each Data and Compute the Areas
x=LF:0.1:HF;
FWHM1n=FWHM1+n*0.01;
FWHM2n=FWHM2+n*0.01;
FWHM3n=FWHM3+n*0.01;
FWHM4n=FWHM4+n*0.01;
FWHM5n=FWHM5+n*0.01;
FWHM6n=FWHM6+n*0.01;
FWHM7n=FWHM7+n*0.01;
FWHM8n=FWHM8+n*0.01;
FWHM9n=FWHM9+n*0.01;
FWHM10n=FWHM10+n*0.01;
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz1(i,j)=Peak1(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc1(i))./FWHM1n(i)).^2);
A1(i,1)=pi*Peak1(i)*FWHM1n(i);
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end
end
for i=1:1:size(T2,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz2(i,j)=Peak2(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc2(i))./FWHM2n(i)).^2);
A2(i,1)=pi*Peak2(i)*FWHM2n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T3,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz3(i,j)=Peak3(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc3(i))./FWHM3n(i)).^2);
A3(i,1)=pi*Peak3(i)*FWHM3n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T4,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz4(i,j)=Peak4(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc4(i))./FWHM4n(i)).^2);
A4(i,1)=pi*Peak4(i)*FWHM4n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T5,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz5(i,j)=Peak5(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc5(i))./FWHM5n(i)).^2);
A5(i,1)=pi*Peak5(i)*FWHM5n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T6,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz6(i,j)=Peak6(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc6(i))./FWHM6n(i)).^2);
A6(i,1)=pi*Peak6(i)*FWHM6n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T7,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz7(i,j)=Peak7(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc7(i))./FWHM7n(i)).^2);
A7(i,1)=pi*Peak7(i)*FWHM7n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T8,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz8(i,j)=Peak8(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc8(i))./FWHM8n(i)).^2);
A8(i,1)=pi*Peak8(i)*FWHM8n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T9,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz9(i,j)=Peak9(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc9(i))./FWHM9n(i)).^2);
A9(i,1)=pi*Peak9(i)*FWHM9n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T10,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz10(i,j)=Peak10(i)./(1+((x(j)Loc10(i))./FWHM10n(i)).^2);
A10(i,1)=pi*Peak10(i)*FWHM10n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
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subplot(5,2,1),plot(x,Lorentz1(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of First Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T2,1)/2
subplot(5,2,2),plot(x,Lorentz2(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Second Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T3,1)/2
subplot(5,2,3),plot(x,Lorentz3(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Third Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T4,1)/2
subplot(5,2,4),plot(x,Lorentz4(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Fourth Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T5,1)/2
subplot(5,2,5),plot(x,Lorentz5(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Fifth Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T6,1)/2
subplot(5,2,6),plot(x,Lorentz6(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Sixth Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T7,1)/2
subplot(5,2,7),plot(x,Lorentz7(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Seventh Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T8,1)/2
subplot(5,2,8),plot(x,Lorentz8(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Eight Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T9,1)/2
subplot(5,2,9),plot(x,Lorentz9(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Ninth Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
for i=1:1:size(T10,1)/2
subplot(5,2,10),plot(x,Lorentz10(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian
Signals of Tenth Measurement');xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)');ylabel('Intensity');
end
disp('Areas Under
(Hz)');disp(A1);
disp('Areas Under
(Hz)');disp(A2);
disp('Areas Under
(Hz)');disp(A3);
disp('Areas Under
(Hz)');disp(A4);

Lorentzian Signals at first measurement
Lorentzian Signals at second measurement
Lorentzian Signals at third measurement
Lorentzian Signals at fourth measurement
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disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at fifth measurement
(Hz)');disp(A5);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at Sixth measurement
(Hz)');disp(A6);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at Seventh measurement
(Hz)');disp(A7);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at Eigth measurement
(Hz)');disp(A8);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at Ninth measurement
(Hz)');disp(A9);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals at Tenth measurement
(Hz)');disp(A10);
A1_precantage=(A1/sum(A1))*100;
A2_precantage=(A2/sum(A2))*100;
A3_precantage=(A3/sum(A3))*100;
A4_precantage=(A4/sum(A4))*100;
A5_precantage=(A5/sum(A5))*100;
A6_precantage=(A6/sum(A6))*100;
A7_precantage=(A7/sum(A7))*100;
A8_precantage=(A8/sum(A8))*100;
A9_precantage=(A9/sum(A9))*100;
A10_precantage=(A10/sum(A10))*100;
t=table(Loc1,Peak1,A1,A1_precantage)
t=table(Loc2,Peak2,A2,A2_precantage)
t=table(Loc3,Peak3,A3,A3_precantage)
t=table(Loc4,Peak4,A4,A4_precantage)
t=table(Loc5,Peak5,A5,A5_precantage)
t=table(Loc6,Peak6,A6,A6_precantage)
t=table(Loc7,Peak7,A7,A7_precantage)
t=table(Loc8,Peak8,A8,A8_precantage)
t=table(Loc9,Peak9,A9,A9_precantage)
t=table(Loc10,Peak10,A10,A10_precantage)
a=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot1-0 .xlsx',[Loc1, Peak1,
A1, A1_precantage]);
b=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot2-0 .xlsx',[Loc2, Peak2,
A2, A2_precantage]);
c=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot3-0 .xlsx',[Loc3, Peak3,
A3, A3_precantage]);
d=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot4-0 .xlsx', [Loc4, Peak4,
A4, A4_precantage]);
e=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot5-0 .xlsx', [Loc5, Peak5,
A5, A5_precantage]);
f=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot6-0 .xlsx', [Loc6, Peak6,
A6, A6_precantage]);
g=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot7-0 .xlsx', [Loc7, Peak7,
A7, A7_precantage]);
h=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot8-0 .xlsx', [Loc8, Peak8,
A8, A8_precantage]);
k=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot9-0 .xlsx', [Loc9, Peak9,
A9, A9_precantage]);
l=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS-shot10-0 .xlsx',
[Loc10,Peak10,FWHM10,A10,A10_precantage]);
Load data to work with to calaculate SNR for the dataSet

FWHM1,
FWHM2,
FWHM3,
FWHM4,
FWHM5,
FWHM6,
FWHM7,
FWHM8,
FWHM9,

-----------------------------------------------------------------plot the Signal Noise Ratio ,RSD ,Signal Power ,STD
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subplot(6,2,1);plot(Wavelenghtnm, SignalPower);title('Signal
Power');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Signal Power')
subplot(6,2,2);plot(Wavelenghtnm, NoisePower);title('Noise
Power');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Noise Power')
subplot(6,2,3);plot(Wavelenghtnm,
SNR);title('SNR');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SNR')
subplot(6,2,4);plot(Wavelenghtnm,SNRdb);title('SNRdb');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SNR-db')
subplot(6,2,5);plot(Wavelenghtnm,RSD);title('RSD
');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('RSD ')
subplot(6,2,6);plot(Wavelenghtnm,StandardDeV);title('Standard
DevationD');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('STD')

disp(Data)
t=table(signal,noise,snr_value)
subplot(10,2,1);plot(Loc1, A1);title('Area under curve
Shot1');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,2);plot(Loc2, A2);title('Area under curve
Shot2');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,3);plot(Loc3, A3);title('Area under curve
Shot3');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,4);plot(Loc4, A4);title('Area under curve
Shot4');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,5);plot(Loc5, A5);title('Area under curve
Shot5');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,6);plot(Loc6, A6);title('Area under curve
Shot6');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,7);plot(Loc7, A7);title('Area under curve
Shot7');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,8);plot(Loc8, A8);title('Area under curve
Shot8');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,9);plot(Loc9, A9);title('Area under curve
Shot9');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
subplot(10,2,10);plot(Loc10, A10);title('Area under curve
Shot10');xlabel('wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('A. u. c.')
load Wavelenght
load RSD_
X=[Wavelenght];
vals=[RSD_];
b=bar(X,vals)

Compute the Signal Power, Noise Power and Signal to Noise Ratio
Compute the Signal Power, Noise Power and Signal to Noise
Ratio
D3 = Sn(:,2:end);
D3([1],:) = [];
Mean2=mean(D3,2);
STD2=std(D3,0,2);
L=sumsqr(Sn,1);
size(D3);
Ab=D3.^2;
Ac=Ab';
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sum(Ab,:,1);
SU=sum(Ab(:,1));
[Row,Col]=size(D3);
sum=0;
for i =1:Col ;
j=1:Row;
sum=sum+(Ac(i,j));
end
sumsqr=sum';
SP=sumsqr./10;
plot(SP);
for i=1:Row
N1P(i,1)= ( (D3(i,1)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N2P(i,2)= ( (D3(i,2)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N3P(i,3)= ( (D3(i,3)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N4P(i,4)= ( (D3(i,4)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N5P(i,5)= ( (D3(i,5)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N6P(i,6)= ( (D3(i,6)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N7P(i,7)= ( (D3(i,7)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N8P(i,8)= ( (D3(i,8)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N9P(i,9)= ( (D3(i,9)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
N10P(i,10)=( (D3(i,10)- (Mean2(i,1) ))) ;
end
N1=N1P;
N2=N2P(:,2) ;
N3=N3P(:,3)
;
N4=N4P(:,4)
;
N5=N5P(:,5)
;
N6=N6P(:,6)
;
N7=N7P(:,7) ;
N8=N8P(:,8)
;
N9=N9P(:,9)
;
N10=N10P(:,10)
;
Nnoise=N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6+N7+N8+N9+N10;
Nnoise([1],:) = [];
SNR=SP./Nnoise;
SNRdb=10*(log10(SNR));
SNRn=Mean2./STD2;

Noise Power

Signal to Noise Ratio Diagram
load Sn;
D5=Sn(:,1);
D5([1],:) = [];
subplot(3,1,1);plot(D5,SP,'b');title('Signal
Power');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SP')
subplot(3,1,2);plot(D5,Nnoise,'b');title('Noise
Power');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('NP')
subplot(3,1,3);plot(D5,SNR,'b');title('Signal to Noise
Ratio');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('SNR')

end
----------------------------------------------------------------
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if p==2
load Sn_1Column
Load Sn mat file
Sn=Sn_1Column;
LF=200.00;
Low Wavelenght
HF=462.633;
High Wavelenght
IIV=1000;
Intensity Ignore Value
n=350;
define n as a coefficient to expand
(positive n) or decrease (negative n) the FWHM of Lorentz Signals
St=0.064;
Step Time
plot(Sn(:,1),Sn(:,2),'b');title('MeanData');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
-----------------------------------------------------------------[mSn,nSn]=size(Sn);
Size of the Sn Matrix
A=find(LF<Sn(:,1));
Row Index of Sn with Wavelenght larger
than LF
B=find(Sn(:,1)<HF);
Row Index of Sn with Wavelenght
smaller than HF
mB=size(B,1);
Sn1=Sn(A(1,1):mB,:);
Construct a Matrix (Sn1) with LF <
wavelenght < HF
[mSn1,nSn1]=size(Sn1);
Size of the Sn1 Matrix
Mean=mean(Sn1,2);
Mean value of each row in Sn1
STD=std(Sn1,0,2);
STD value of each row in Sn1
for i=1:1:mSn1
RSTD(i,1)=(STD(i,1)/Mean(i,1))*100;
RSTD value of each row in
Sn1
end
subplot(3,1,1);plot(Sn1(:,1),RSTD,'b');title('RSTD
Diagram');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('RSTD Percentage')
subplot(3,1,2);plot(Sn1(:,1),Mean,'b');title('Mean
Diagram');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Mean Value')
subplot(3,1,3);plot(Sn1(:,1),STD,'b');title('STD
Diagram');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('STD Value')
---------------------------------------------------------------Constuct a new Matrix (Sn2) like Sn1, Intensities < IIV is set to
0
Sn2=Sn1;
for i=1:1:mSn1
for j=2:1:nSn1
if Sn1(i,j)<IIV
Sn2(i,j)=0;
else
Sn2(i,j)=Sn1(i,j);
end
end
end
X=Sn2(:,1);
Y1=Sn2(:,2);
plot(X,Y1,'b');title('Mean, Intensities >
IIV=1000');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity')
---------------------------------------------------------------Find the locations and value of the local peaks
[pks1,locs1] = findpeaks(Y1,X);
plot(X,Y1,locs1,pks1,'or');title('Peaks of MeanData');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Number of Peaks at each of Data
nop1=size(pks1,1);
disp('Number of peaks for Mean-Data');disp(nop1);
--------------------------------------------------------------Compute FWHM at each peak of each data
for i=2:1:mSn1+1
Xn(1,1)=0;
Xn(i,1)=X(i-1);
Xn(mSn1+2,1)=0;
Y1n(1,1)=0;
Y1n(i,1)=Y1(i-1);
Y1n(mSn1+2,1)=0;
end
k1=1;
for i=1:1:mSn1+1
if Y1n(i)==0 && Y1n(i+1)~=0
T1(k1,1)=Xn(i+1); k1=k1+1;
elseif Y1n(i)~=0 && Y1n(i+1)==0
T1(k1,1)=Xn(i); k1=k1+1;
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
FWHM1(i,1)=(T1(2*i)-T1(2*i-1))/2;
end
disp('FWHM for Mean-Datat[nm]');disp(FWHM1);
--------------------------------------------------------------Remove extra local peaks at each period of each data
for k=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
P=0;
for j=1:1:nop1
if T1(2*k-1)<=locs1(j) && locs1(j)<=T1(2*k)
P=P+1;
else
P=P;
end
end
N1(k,1)=P;
end
q1=find(N1==0);
N1(q1)=1;
S1(1)=N1(1);
indN1(1)=1;
Loc1=locs1;
for i=2:1:size(T1,1)/2
S1(i)=S1(i-1)+N1(i);
indN1(i)=i;
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
if N1(i)==1
Peak1(i,1)=pks1(S1(i));
Loc1(i,1)=locs1(S1(i));
else
Peak1(i,1)=max(pks1(S1(i)-N1(i)+1:S1(i)));
r1=find(pks1(S1(i)-N1(i)+1:S1(i))~=max(pks1(S1(i)N1(i)+1:S1(i))));
Loc1(indN1(i)+r1-1)=[];
end
end
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plot(X,Y1,Loc1,Peak1,'x');title('Peaks of Mean-data without Local
Peaks');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
---------------------------------------------------------------------Construct Lorentzian Function of each Data and Compute the Areas
x=LF:0.064:HF;
FWHM1n=FWHM1+n*0.1;
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
for j=1:1:size(x,2)
Lorentz1(i,j)=Peak1(i)./(1+((x(j)-Loc1(i))./FWHM1n(i)).^2);
A1(i,1)=pi*Peak1(i)*FWHM1n(i);
end
end
for i=1:1:size(T1,1)/2
plot(x,Lorentz1(i,:));hold on;title('Lorentzian fitting MeanData');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm]');ylabel('Intensity');
end
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals for Mean-Data
[nm^2]');disp(A1);

disp('Number of peaks ');disp(nop1);
disp('wavelenght[nm]');disp(locs1);
disp('Intensity ');disp(pks1);
disp('FWHM [nm]');disp(FWHM1);
disp('Areas Under Lorentzian Signals
A_precantage=(A1/sum(A1))*100;

(nm^2)');disp(A1);

disp(' Data for the Average Shot')
t = table(Loc1,Peak1,A1,A_precantage)
d1=xlswrite('spreadsheet-SNS250-saverage-900
.xlsx',[Loc1,Peak1,FWHM1,A1]);

plot (Loc1,A1)
subplot(2,1,1);plot(Loc1,A_precantage);title('Area
under
curve-Average-shot');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
subplot(2,1,2);plot(Loc1,Peak1);title('Intensity-Averageshot');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Intensity')
subplot(5,1,3);plot(Loc1,A1);title('Area under curve shotAverage');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area')
subplot(5,1,4);plot(Loc4,A4_precantage);title('Area
under curveshot4');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
subplot(5,1,5);plot(Loc5,A5_precantage);title('Area
under curveshot5');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')

subplot(5,1,1);plot(Loc6, A6_precantage); title('Area
curve-shot6 ');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
subplot(5,1,2);plot(Loc7, A7_precantage); title('Area
curve-shot7 ');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
subplot(5,1,3);plot(Loc8, A8_precantage); title('Area
curve-shot8 ');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
subplot(5,1,4);plot(Loc9, A9_precantage); title('Area
curve-shot9 ');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
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under
under
under
under

subplot(5,1,5);plot(Loc10,A10_precantage);title('Area under
curve-shot10');xlabel('Wavelenght[nm])');ylabel('Area ')
load('SNRDATA2.mat');

Signal to Noise ratio
Finding Noise
noise_add = 0;
for i = 1:4040
for j = 1:10
noise_add = noise_add + (SNRDATA2(i,j) mean(SNRDATA2(:,j)))^2;
end
end

noise = noise_add/(4040*9);
Finding signal
signal_add = 0;
for i =1:4040
signal_add = signal_add + mean(SNRDATA2(i,:))^2;
end
signal_add = signal_add/4040;
signal = signal_add - (noise/10);
snr_value = signal/noise;
t=table(signal,noise,snr_value)
end
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APPENDIX B

LIBS MATLAB CODE OUTPUT FIGURES (200-450NM)
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